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Abstract
Adolescent refùgees struggle to find an identity arnong conflicts between traditional
values and beliefs that are taught at home and those of the new, larger society. Engaging
in nsk-taking behaviours that are not traditionaily done in their country of origin is a

possible consequence of the refirgees' process of acculturation. The type and arnount of
risk-taking behaviours and level of acculturation among adolescent refugees corn
Southeast Asia (N=76),Central Arnerica (N=82), and their Quebec peers (N=67)in
grades 7 and 8, were examined. The Quebec group displayed the highest rates of alcohol

and drug use, stealing, and violence. Centrai Amencans had the highea rates of gang
membership. Southesst Asians displayed the lowest total amount of nsk-taking
behaviours. Distinct profiles of the adolescents in each group emerged. Acculturation

had no effect on the rehgees' risk-taking activities. Family environment was a key
determinant of risk-taking activities among Central Amencan and Quebec adolescents.
Socioeconomic status had a minor effect on risk-taking behaviours. Limitations and
suggestions for future research are discussed.

vii

Résumé
Parmi les réfugiés on retrouve plusieurs adolescents qui luttent pour trouver leur identité

dans un environnement où les croyances et valeurs traditionelles enseignées à la maison
different fiéquement de celles de leur nouvelle société. Les données à ce jour suggèrent
que la présence de comportements à risque peut être une des conséquences du processus
d'acculturation chez les adolescents réfugiés. Cette étude examine le profil et l'intensité
des comportements à risque chez les adolescents réfugiés du Sud Est Asiatique (N=76),
de 1'Amerique Centrale (N=82) ainsi que chez les adolescents Québecois de secondaire 1

et 2. L'effet de l'accultwation sur les comportements à risque est evalué. Les résultats
suggèrent que les jeunes Québecois démontrent un plus haut niveau de consommation de
drogue et d'alcool, de vol à l'étalage, et d'aggression sur une personne que les réfugiés .
De plus, les adolescents d'Amérique Centrale rapportent un plus haut niveau
d'appartenence à un gang, tandis que les adolescents du Sud Est Asiatique présentent le
plus bas niveau de comportements a risque. On remarque de plus que chaque groupe
d'adolescents présente un profi 1 distinct de comportements à risque. Le niveau
d'acculturation ne semble pas avoir d'influence sur les comportements à risque chez les
adolescent réfugiés. Les résultats suggèrent également que l'environnement familial est

un facteur qui influence la présence de comportements à risque chez les adolescents
d'Amérique Centrale et ceux du Québec. Des suggestions pour de fiitures recherches sont
discutées à la lumière des données et des limites de la présente étude.
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CIIAPTER 1
Introduction

During the middle of 1999, the world's population approached 6 billion
inhabitants, with an expected increase to 1O billion within the wxt fi@ years (Briscoe,
1999; Deen, 1998; hdependent Commission on Population and Quality of Life, 1996).

With this rapid growth, the number of migrants to new countries for personal, political

and economic reasons has increased (Westenneyer, 1996). Migration has become a
major issue among numerous govemments around the world (Hertz, 1988). Refugees
constitute a very specific group of migrants because they have fled their country of origin
to avoid persecution or for fear of harm due to their politicai or nligious beliefs. In most
cases, refiigees have left their homelands with traumatic memones and losses and were

a

inadequately prepared for the move. Their adaptation to the new country is thus a major
challenge. Refugees bring with them a distinct sociopolitical history and culture.
Southeast Asians and Central Amencan refugees are among the largest groups in North
America.

In Southeast Asia, Cambodians were massacred under the rule of the Khmer
Rouge and its leader Pol Pot who, between 1975-1979, attempted to transforrn the
count~
into
~ a Marxist regirne. In an effort to nd Cambodia of any western and urban
influences, families were divided, with adults murdered and children and adolescents
being placed in camps where they were separated from their families. This led to a wave
of immigrants seeking reftgee status in North America during the late 1970s (Kinzie et

al., 1986). While many of those who arrived during this wave of immigration were well-

.\

educated, urban dwellers, a second wave of refugees arrived during the 1980s. a large

1
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portion of which were peasants living at a subsistence level. They were often illiterate in

both their native language and English and unprepsred for North American life
@'Avanu>, 1997). Moreover, many had experienced years of political turmoil,

imprisonment, severe physical violence, psychological torture, starvation and long stays
in refbgee camps (D'Avanzo, 1997).

During the second half of this century, countries in Centrai Amenca including
Guatemala, Honduras, and El Salvador, have endured poverty, political instability,
extrerne violence, and social injustice while undergohg modernization (Guarnaccia,
1997; Johnson, 1998). One of the most significant problems confkonting ail Central

American countries has been the difficdty in achieving signifïcant socioeconomic
development without affecthg the democratic rights of their populations (Johnson,

In Guatemala, 36 years of fighting between alleged lefi-wing groups and a
repressive military took its toll on the people. Thousands were murdered, while
hundreds of thousands migrated to escape the conflict, which ended with a peace
agreement signed at the end of 1996 (Woodward, I998b).

The fragile Honduran economy was M e r weakened during the brief 1969
"Soccer War" with El Salvador, over heavy immigration fiom that densely populated
nation (Durham, 1979). During the late 1970s and the 1980s, political instabiiity in
neighboring countries posed a central problem for the nation. In 1980, a peace treaty
was signed with El Salvador which aided progress towards a constitutional govemment

(Woodward, 1998~).
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During the 1970s, El Salvador became known for its human-rights violations.
Govemment seccinty forces and nght-wing temrist groups kuown as death squads were
held responsible for the disappearance of union activists, priests, students, and others
who opposed the government. Meanwhile, lefi-wing guerrilla movements fomed and
tried to overthrow the government. Human rights violations paralleled a worsening of

El Salvador's severe social and economic inequalities, as rapid population growth
surpassed economic growth. Even as its capital, San Salvador, modernized into an

urban center, poverty and malnutrition continueâ to rise. Throughout the 1980s, El
Salvador's people and economy were devastated by civil war, leading to increased
migration (Woodward, 1998a).
As one of the most advanced countries in the world, Canada stands out, not only

a

as a safe haven, but as a land of opportunity. With its relatively small population, hi&

standard of living and peacefùl way of life, Canada has become the country of choice for

an increasing number of immigrants and refiigees. Refugee youth who arrive in Canada
must rapidly adapt to the demands of the new environment, even as they themselves are
undergoing physical, psychologicd, and emotional changes and development. Most
studies on refiigee adolescents tend to focus on a specific aspect of their psychopathology,
particularly the development of Post-mumatic Stress Disorder and depression. However,
there is a paucity of research that has exarnined the risk-taking activities and their
determinants in this population.
Under any circumstances, migration between countries is viewed as a stressful
event and affects individuals and groups in varying ways. The level of stress can be

a

atûibuted to a number of factors with respect to the move. Consideration must be given
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to the reasom and conditions surrounding the move (e.g., did the migrants enter the new
country by choice and at a convenient tirne, or were the circumstances of their arrivai

during a tirne of war and trauma?). Additionally, the famiîy's resources, and the host
country's response to their move are also important factors (Gruanaccia, 1997).
Acculturation is the process of cultural change due to at least two cultures coming
into contact, and where at least one of the groups is forced to modifL their beliefs,
practices, and values. There is no universal definition of acculturation but there is a
consensus that immigrant famiiy members tend to accuiturate at different =tes. Parents
tend to cling to the language, beliefs and previous way of life, while adolescents actively
explore the cultural ways of the new country thus reshaping their personal values and
self-concepts (Huang, 1989). The adolescent refiigee's acculturation and development in

m

North Amerka fiequently involves participation in risk-taking activities.

The present study is exploratory in nature and was carried out to investigate risktaking behaviour in adolescent refugees nom Cambodia and Central America and their
Quebec peers. Additionally, the relationship between these behaviours and specific social
determinants (Le., acculturation, family environment and socioeconomic statu) were

examined.
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CHAPTER 2
Review of the Literature
Terminoloszy
For the purpose of this paper, the tenn "immigrant" basically refers to any
Caoadian resident who wes bom outside of the country. More specifically, the term

"refugee" refers to a subcategory of immigrants, who have fled h m their country of

origin to escape persecution or danger. Refbgee status is claimeci either in refugee camps
(for the Cambodians), at the point of entry, or f i e r entry into Canada-

I m m i m t s and refugees in Ouebec and Canada
At any given point in Canada's history, approximately one fiAh to one sixth of iîs

0

population has consisted of immigrants (Baker, 1993). As a leading first world country,
the Government cf Canada continues its cornmitment to accept immigrants fiom around
the globe (Dillmann, Pablo, & Wilson, 1993; Freire, 1993; Legge, 1993).
Between 1986 and 1991,8 19,000 immigrants (including refugees) arrived in

-

Canada (Beiser, Dion, Gotowiec, Hyrnan, & VU, 1995). More recently (1995 1 W8),
over 786,656 immigrants arrived, including 404,649 fiom Asian and Pacific countries and
66,997 fiom South and Centrai Amencan countries (Citizenship and Immigration

Canada, 1998). The projected total number of immigrants expected to arrive in 1999 is
between 200,000 to 225,000, of which 22,100 to 29,300 or approximately 100/0are
refugees (Citizenship and Immigration Canada, 1998). More specifically, the province of
Quebec is expected to accept between 7,300 to 8,100 refiigees in 1999 (Citizenship and
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Immigration Caaada, 1998). These refugees must find their place in Canadian society
which is panicularly challenging because of their circumstances.
Almost 85% of immigrants aniving in Quebec choose to Iive in the Montreal area
(Tousignant, 1997). Montreal receives a relatively high nurnber of immigrants, with 16%

of new Canadian immigrants arriving in metropoiitan Montreal. Moreover, early in the
new millenium, it is predicted that half of the student population will have foreign-bom
parents (Tousignant, 1997). in general, the host population of Canada tends to be
ambivalent towards new immigrants. In some cases, they are favourable, sometimes even
overtuming deportation orders, while at other times, newcomers are victims of racism and
prejudicial attitudes (Tousignant, 1997).

Adolescence and risk-takina behaviour in North Amenca
in North Amerka, adolescence is a priod of change in biological, cognitive,
psychologicai and social functioning. It is also a time of increased peer interaction
whereby intirnacy is explored, social perspective-taking is expressed, and alteniate
identities are assumed as adolescents progress toward maturity (Conger & Galambos,
1996). Moreover, adolescence is a period of fieed inhibitions and experimentation with

behaviours and activities that are likely to pose a threat to their and/or others' health and
well-king. Experimentation, exploration, and risk-taking are at their highest levels

among North Amencan adolescent youth (Conger & Gaiambos, 1996). A number of
problem behaviours such as substance use and misuse, tniancy, and suicide have k e n
identified among the adolescent population. They have been p u p e d together as a way to

0

indicate that a violation of normal expected modes of behaviour, with the possibility of
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negative consequences, has taken place (Maggs & Galarnbos, 1993). Adolescent nsktaking behaviom receive a lot of media and scientific attention because of their potential

social, economic and psychological cos& (KetterIinus & Lamb, 1994). There are
numerous possible determinants of risk-taking behaviours, including acculturation and
ethnicity, the family environment and socioeconomic status which will be discussed later.
Erikson's (1972) stages of development provide a widely accepted framework
nom which to view adolescence. As the individual resolves different issues at each stage,

a correspondhg personal recognition of a meanin@ accomplishment and a growing
sense of personal achievement are reached (Adams, Gullotta, & Markstrom-Adams,
1994). According to Erilwn, adolescence is a key transitional stage of development.

The most important outcome of this period is the establishment of the individual's sense

a

of identity and social roles. A healthy personality is required to overcome new life crises.
Two factors in particular have been identified as complica~Sngthe identity
formation of minority group adolescents in generai (Kimmel& Weiner, 1995). First. in
deciding on the type of pcrson they want to be, minority group adolescents often
experience conflicts between the values and preferences of their own ethnic group and
those of the majority culture. Secondly, exploration of alternative endeavours and life

options arnong minority youth may be limited by prejudice and discrimination.

It is not easy to create or forge an identity and it poses a particular challenge for
immigrant and refùgee youth. One possible source of identity development difficulty lies
in the idea that young refugees are in search of affirmation of specific attitudes, beliefs,
and values, while searching for a stable identity at an ambiguous t h e when they are

m

caught between two societies (Copeland & Harvey, 1989). While different factors
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influence North American-born adolescent identity development, the case is even more
complex with respect to refbgee adolescents. Aside noai the adolescent refugee's need
for growth and independence, they have the added burden of the needs of their family
(Carpio, 198 1). Moreover, refugee adolescents are additionally infîuenced by their preand pst-migratory history and stresses, inter-racial conflicts, and family instability

(Beiser et al. 1995; Rousseau, 1995).

Aicohol and dmn use among Canadian adoIescents
Aicohol and drug use among adolescents are the most researched risk-taking

behaviours and oflen serve as the prototype of risk-taking. The investigation of these
activities are important because studies have found that adolescents with a high rate of

m

use tend to engage in more problem behaviours, such as violence, driving while
intoxicated, and delinquency (Fergusson, Horwood, & Lynskey, 1995; Lewinsohn,
Rohde, & Seeley, 1996; Saner & Ellickson, 1996; Smart, Mann, & Tyson, 1997). Despite
its importance, little systematic research has been carried out on the naturai course of

substance use and misuse (Weinberg, Rahdert, Colliver, & Glantz, 1998). Studies of
illegai drug use tend to focus on the type ancilor fiequency of use, and prevalence rates of
diagnoses or symptoms of substance dependence and abuse (Zoccolillo, Vitaro, &
Tremblay, 1999). Little is known about the individuals who engage in alcohol
consumption and dnig use among Southeast Asian and Central Amencan refugee youth
in Canada or why. Refbgees, who fa11 into the potentially higher risk groups for substance
rnisuse are rarely interviewed (Zane & Sasao, 1992).
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In a comprehensive study, Zoccolillo, Vitam, and Trembfay (1999, examined the
consumption of alcohol and use of illegal dnigs among adolescents in Quebec. A total of
1,808 adolescents (879 boys and 929 girls) with a mean age of 15.7 years representing the
province of Quebec were asked about their alcohol and h g use. Results indicated that
approximately 80% of both sexes had tried alcohol and that 62.2% of both groups
consurned alcohol more than 5 times in their lifetime. Moreover, 44.4% of boys and
50.1% of girls had tried dmgs while 32.4% of boys and 32% of girls had used dmgs more

than 5 times. Of this group, 79.1% of boys and 69.4% of girls reported king high on
dmgs at school. Additionally, 28.1% of boys and 26.5% of girls reported gening into
arguments with their parents because of dnigs. When contrasted with alcohol use, it was
clear that while aicohol use was more common, problem use and fiequency of use was

(.

less for both groups than illegal drug use. The authors concluded that problematic dmg
use was normal among adolescents who had used illegal drugs more than 5 times.

In Ontario, questionnaires completed by 3,57 1 to 3990 Ontario high school
students in grades 7,9, 11, and 13 in 1991, 1993, 1995, and 1997, respectively, examined
substance use (Adlaf & Ivis, 1998). Findings consistently indicated that by grades 7 and
9, approxirnately 30% and 55% of students, respectively, had tried alcohol. Use of

cannabis by ninth graders, which remained at about 8% during 1991 and 1993, rose
sharply to 19.6% and 23.9% during 1995 and 1997, respectively.

In Nova Scotia, a survey of 3790 students (52% boys and 48% girls) in grades 7,
9, 10 and 12, with a mean age of 16 years reported on their alcohol and dnig use (Poulin
& Elliot, 1997). Adolescents reported alcohol use during the previous 12 months in 54%

a

of the sample and 32% reported having used cannabis.
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Alcohol and dxua use amonn Southeast Asian and Centrai American refiigees in North
America
Besides Native Canadians, iittie is known about substance use among ethnic
groups in Canada and the United States (Legge, 1993; Alcohol Drug Education Service,
1989). Basic knowledge of whether a problem even exists in Canada and to what extent,

is stil largely unknown (Alcohol Drug Education Service, 1989). Literature on the
subject is scant and statisticai records such as police, court, and school district files do not
break down the information on the basis of at-risk population membership @'Avanzo,
1997; Legge, 1993). Momver, there is evidence that in both Canada and the United

States, social services which treat aicohol and d m g problems (as well as related mental
health issues) are underutilized by ethnic groups (Multiculturalism and Mental Health
Treatment and Education, 1988). In sum, aside fiom scattered studies, little is known
about the patterns of alcohol ands dnig use and other nsk-taking activities among
Southeast Asian and Central Amencan groups after resettlùig in the Canada and the
United States (D' Avanzo, 1997; Prilleltensky, 1993).
Further confounding the existing data on the reported use of aicohol are the
confiicts that exist between reports. Substance use arnong Asians who enter the United
States has been found to increase as they become more acculturated (based on Ianguage
ability and generation in the United States; Sue, Zane & Ito, 1979; Tsunoda, et al., 1992).
It is unclear whether this reflects less inhibition to adrnitting the tnith about kquency of
use or whether this is due to the effects of the acculturation process or both (D'Avanzo,
1997).
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The dominant stereotype of Cambodians and Vietnamese in North America is that
they tend to experience fewer instances of substance misuse compared with other racial or

ethnic groups @'Avanzo, 1997). However, these group of migrants tend to undergo hi&
levels of stress due to the combined stresses of their losses through migration, language
issues, and poor economic situations, which have been attributed to substance abuse (Sue,
Kitano, Hatanaka & Yeung, 1985; Yee & nu,1987; Zane & Kim, 1994).

Traditionaily, in both Southeast Asian and Latin American comrnunities, afcohol
consumption is accepte4 but to varying degrees (Alcohol Dnig Education Service, 1989).
Both groups tend to drink mainly during religious holidays and adolescent drinking is
fiowned upon (Alcohol Drug Education Service, 1989).
in Latin Amencan communities, alcohol is fkquently consumed for social

m

purposes, during ritual celebrations such as religious festivals and weddings, to entertain
guests and to accompany meals (Alcohol Dïug Education Service, 1989; McRoy,
Shorkey, & Garcia, 1985). Sue et al., (1979) examined the drinking habits of 47 Asian

Amencan and 77 Caucasian students at the University of Washington. They found that
the Asia students consumed alcohol less fiequently and in lesser amounts than
Caucasians. Heavy and very heavy drinking in Caucasians was double that of the Asians.
However, alcohol consumption increased the longer they lived in the United States.
Moreover, Asian students reported greater self and parental disapproval of dninkenness.
The authors concluded that the results were consistent with other studies and that
acculturation factors played a role in Asian Amencan drinking patterns. However, more
recent research suggests that the evidence for the influence of acculturation on drinking
patterns among Asian Americans is inconclusive (Austin, Pmndergast, & Lee, 1989).
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Moreover, Latin Americans ofkn w alcohol to reduce stress, for example to forget their
problems, to ease fhstration, and to combat loneliness. Socially, there is evidence that

drinking plays a catalytic role in Latin American male bonding (Trotter, 1985). A study

on Mexican Amencans living in Texas fomd that arnong the top reasons for male
drinking bebaviour was that they believed that having a drink with someone was an act of
fiiendship and that it was what most males do in gatherings (Trotter, 1985).
Similar to Southeast Asian cu1tura.î noms, Lath American culture typicdly views
the prorninence of the famiiy as a unit rather than to individuais within that unit (ComasDiaz, 1986). Women who drink more than minute amounts of alcohol are considered to

be disgraces to theu families and family pride may lead to their king ostracized (ComaDiaz, 1986). Conversely, family pride Ieads Latin American f h l i e s to protect males

e

who drink excessively (Arrendondo, Weddige, Justice, & Fitz, 1987). It is believed that
aicohol use by Latin Amencan men is closely linked to the idea of "machismo" or
manliness, in their culture, where heavy drinking is seen as a masculine act (Arrendondo
et al., 1987). The shame associated with alcohol problems keeps the issue within the
family.
In a survey of 27,000New York State high school students in grades 7 to 12,
Asian Americans reported the lowest levels of drinking of the six ethnic groups studied

(Barnes & Welte, 1986). A s w e y of 7,022 California high school students in grades 7,
9, and 1 1 exarnined change in alcohol use over tirne (Skager, Frith, & Maddahian, 1989).
The findings indicated that at al1 three grade levels, Asian Americans had significantly
lower rates of alcohol consumption than the other ethnic groups in the study. in a

a

longitudinal study of Los Angeles high school students, mults revealed identical

I
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rankings at three points in t h e , with Caucasians having the highest rate of alcohol
consumption, followed by Hispanics, Asians, and blacks, respectively ( M a d u a n ,
Newcomb, & Bentler, 1986).
One Canadian study on substance use used 95 key informants and 233 youth and
parents fiom four British Columbian ethnic comrnunities including Latin Amencan,
Vietnamese, Indo-Canadian, and Chinese participants (Alcohol Dmg Education Service,
1989; Legge, 1993). The Vietnamese group perceived drinking as a male activity and as a

socially acceptable male practice. Conversely, drinkhg arnong females in both
comrnunities was considered Iess acceptable. As such, they were perceived to drink
infiequently and very lightly. Seventy-five percent of Vietnamese respondents believed
that alcohol was somewhat of a problem in their community while 20% believed it was a

9

widespread problem. Moreover, over half of the sample believed that aicohol has the
potential to become a serious problem in the Vietnamese community. Latin-American

men were perceived to drink fiequently and heavily, particulariy on weekends. LatinAmericans believed that there exists significant alcohol-related problems in their
community that remain a serious concem.
Vietnamese and Latin American communities clearly viewed illegal drug use as
socially unacceptable (Legge, 1993). However, both communities reported that single
male adolescents were most likely to misuse illegal dmgs and have problems dealing with
them. Cocaine, marijuana, and crack (a concentrated form of cocaine) were believed to
be the main substances used and sold among community members. Moreover, two-thirds

of the sample believed that dmg use was a widespread problem. Finally, the problem of

a

drug use was compounded by the associated gang activities and h g dealing.
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Latin American refûgee youth in Canada may use illegal dnigs in order to gain
social acceptance among peers, particuiariy members of gangs who are actively involved

in gang-related activity (legge, 1993).

Gang rnembership in North Amenca

T&eterm "gang" is a loosely defined word that is commonly used to represent a
host of different types of groups, leading to a nurnber of definitional distinctions (Spergei
& Curry, 1990). One definition of a gang maintains that six major elements are more or

less agreed on, including the idea that it is organized, has identifiable leadership,
identifies with a temtory, associates continuously, has a specified purpose, and members
engage in illegal activities (Goldstein & Glick, 1994). Gordon (1 993) refines this

0

definition in the Canadian context, claiming that Street gangs cm be disthguished from
other groups on the basis of whether or not the group perceives itself as a gang, has a
name that was chosen by members and is actively used, and specific identifying marks
such as clothing or colours have been established. The main source of knowledge on
Canadian gang-related activity cornes from several independent 1993 reports (Gordon,
1998).

A study was conducted where 10 adults and 24 young offenders, with a mean age

of 19, identified as active male gang members were interviewed in order to obtain
information about their gang activities in the Greater Vancouver area (Gordon Br Nelson,
1993). The largest groups in the sample included 40% of Caucasian origin who were

bom in Canada, 34% of Asian origin, and the rest was a mix of Hispanie, East Wan,

0

Aboriginal, and black gang membea. Key fmdings in the study were that gang members
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were not coerced or pressured into joining and that the process of joinuig was graduai.

The slow drift toward membership often began tbrough the introduction of gang members

through a niend or close relative. The individual would begin on the periphery of the
group, work their way in, undergo an initiation ceremony, and then become a full
member. This process was seen as being akin to jouliag a legitimate group such as the
boy scouts or a hockey team. Youth involvement in gangs in partjcular was more likely if

they did not join this type of legitimate group. Moreover, these individuais tended to
have numerous family problems such as alcohol, dmgs and physical abuse and schoolrelated problems such as truancy, fighting, suspensions, and expulsions. These tended to
lead toward a lack of alternatives for the individual, especially given that the participants
reported a desire to become part of a secure and nurturing surrogate family. Many

0

participants also claimed that gang membership led to continued friendships with some
people, access to fmancid resources that were otherwise unavailable, and provided
stimulation fkom boredom.
A Metropditan Toronto study consisted of interviews with twelve known gang

members, aged 14 to 21, who were approached by social services and law enforcement
personnel (Matthews, 1993). Despite the srnail sarnple, findings were informative in that
they highlighted that documented rates of violence did not capture the clirnate of unrest

and violence in schools with gang activity. nor did it articulate the fear experienced by
victims of gang-related activity. Moreover. schools, with theù large classes, insufficient
teaching resources, and poor facility management ailowing easy access to weaker isolated
and fnendless youth for extortion and violence, contributed to increasing gang violence.
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Another study of Ontario students indicated that 7.mof students admitted to engaging in
gang-related fights in 1991, versus 4.6% in 1983 (Adaf, Smart, Walsh, & Ivis, 1994).
One interesthg feature of street gangs and gang-related activities in Canada is that
they have a tendency to periodically appear, disappear, and subsequently reappear for
unknown reasons (Gordon, 1998). Moreover, ethnicity aione is not mough to explain

Canadian street gangs (Gordon, 1998). When ethnicity is combined with Unmigrant
status, lower socioeconomic status, Iimited language competency, a lack of marketable

skills, family disintegration, lack of supportive community networks, and/or the
iikelihood of gang rnembenhip increases (Gordon, 1998).

Gang membership for Southeast Asian refbgiies has becorne increasingly comrnon
in Iarge metropolitau areas of American cities (Huang, 1989). As adolescent refugees

a

struggle with their identities, they find themselves removed fiom their native culture and

are oflen unable to find a stabie place in N x t h Amencan society. In a cornparison
between 49 male gang members and 106 male non-gang members in Florida, Wang
(1994) found that gang members had significantly lower self-esteem and could name
significantly fewer role-models than their non-gang pers. Moreover, the absence of
parental or teacher role models were the best predictors of gang rnembership. Those
without families are more Iikely to join gangs which act as a substitute to their absent
families. Gang membership teaches loyalty and is composed of a hierarchy that
resembies the traditional family structure. Furthemore, experiences in their original
country, such as family separations due to communia rule, and labour and refûgee camps
have provided some foundation for this type of group bonding (Huang, 1989). Other

0

attributable reasons are the increase in numbers of refugees, frustration over racisrn and
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the inability to do anything about it. Additionally, those who are drawn into gangs tend to

'

have limited educational and vocational skills. Their laoguage abilities may be too poor

l

to succeed (Ho, 1992). Gang membership c m potentidly fulfill their needs for
belonging, excitement, feelings of &dom, material possessions, and other financial

gains that they could not get othenvise, d l without addt obstruction (Nidorf, 1985; Ho,
1992). Family issues will be discussed in more detail later.

Delinauencv in North America.
Nonviolent delinquency generally includes dealings with dmgs, stealing, carrying
a concealed weapon without a permit, running away fiom home and unlawful entry

(Watts & Wright, 1990). Violent delinquency can be operationally defined as any act of

0

violence towards an individual or property, including hurting someone (other than
through sports), engaging in "senous" or group fights, mon, robbery, rape and murder
(Watts & Wright, 1990). Little is known about factors that are related to violence and
delinquency in Canada (Smart et al., 1997). Moreover, there is a paucity of research on

the link between delinquency and adolescent dnig use arnong ethnic groups (Watts &
Wright, 1990). What is evident is the increasing rates of students reporting having beaten
someone up, with an increase h m 9.2% of students in 1983 to 16.4% in 1991 in Ontario,

for instance (Adlaf et al., 1994).
Conventional wisdom would have it that alcohol has a disinhibiting effect on the
individual which facilitates the release of aggressive behaviours. in a study of 3,870 high
school students in Ontario, those who reported more violent delinquent activity tended to
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more fkquently use cocaine and amphetamines, as well as engage in alcohol
consumption (Smart et ai., 1997).
Multiple risk faftors h m demographic, environmental and behavioural sources
contribute to the links between violence, delinquency and dmg use (Saner & Ellickson,
1996). In a 6-year longitudinal survey of 4,586 high school dropouts in California and

Oregon, it was found that lack of parental affection and support was a contributing factor
to the youths' violent behaviour (Saner & Ellickson, 1996). Moreover, girls were more
wlnerable than boys to the effects of familial problems and marred relationships with
parents. It was argued that prevention and intervention programs should take into
account the clustering of these behaviours.
Delinquency and substance use was examined in a sample of 348 high school

m

dudents and 89 adjudicated delinquent males, who were assigned to each of 3 groups,
including 191 whites, 197 Mexican-Arnericans, and 49 black adolescents (Watts &
Wright, 1990). Findings revealed that based on simple correlations, alcohol and drug use
were significantly related to both minor and violent delinquency for al1 three groups.

Causes of adolescent nsk-takin~behaviours in North America

In general, there exists a number of factors that increase the likelihood of risktaking activity among North Amencan adolescents. These include: coming fiom a
disorganized or unstable farnily, having above average conflicts with parents, poor
parental monitoring, living in a high-risk, inner city aeighbourhood, spending a lot of
time with a peer group that regularly engages in deviant behaviour, school failure, and

a

having psychological characteristics that include sensation-seeking and low self-esteem.
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A number of positive consequences of risk-taking behaviour arnong North

Amencan adolescents have been identifie4 including inaeased p a r acceptance, having

fun and a sense of adventure, taking part in activities deemed appropriate for aduits,
reducing stress, and finding a way to spend leisure time (Conger & Galambos, 1997).
Adolescents often inïtially engage in nsk-taking behaviours because they are associated
with increased levels of perceived acceptance by peers (Maggs, Almeida, & Galambos,
1995). Moreover, such behaviours may sente to boost selfesteem (Newcomb & Bentler,
1988). For example, adolescents who experiment with dmgs may be rejected by their

more consemative and traditional F e r group, only to be well received and accepted by a
new peer group for the very same behaviour. Overail, there is evidence that adolescents

make rational decisions about theu risk-taking behaviour, choosing the ones that they

a

perceive as more likely to b ~ positive
g
benefits and less likely choosing those with
negative consequences (Furby & Beyth-Marom, 1992; Maggs et al., 1995).

Detenninants of relùnee adolescent risk-takinn behaviours
There exists a number of possible determinants that lead to vaqhg fiequencies
and intensities of risk-taking behaviour among refugee adolescents. Acculturative change
requires that some moderating variables corne into play that cause differences within the
cultural group. This can be viewed from a bi-directional perspective of detemilnants of

risk-taking behaviour. On the one hmd, an increase in risk-taking behaviour may be due
to multiple stresses, such as the adolescent's pre-migratory history, their disrupted farnily
environment, and their current precarious socioeconornic sbtus. On the other, the

rn

adolescent may feel as though they have lost their youth given their past history, which
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provides them with a strong mission of remaining faithfùl to the ways of the old country.

This then becomes a protective factor, as the adolescent more ciosely follows family
values and traditions, which helps to maintain family cohesion. It is thus important to
document how acculturation, farnily environments, and socioeconomic status, which are
key determinants, will influence risk-taking behaviours and if their relative impact
changes between different cultural groups.

Acculturation. The Ievel of acculturation is the first determinant of the
adolescent's risk-taking behaviour that wiil be discussed.

Berry and colleagws (1 984, 1994; Berry, Kim, Minde, MOL, 1987; Berry,
Trïmble & Olmedo, 1986) defuie four possible acculturation strategies that individuals of

a

acculturating groups use after immigration. These include integration, assimilation,

separation (or segrcgation), and marginalization. uitegration involves a situation where
both the acculturating and dominant groups make mutual adjustments. This is considered

to be a mentally heaithy option for third-world migrants arriving in North Amencan
society (Sodowsky, Wai Ming Lai, & Plake, 199 1). In the case of assimilation, the
traditional culture and identity of the acculturating group are abandoned. In its place, the
acculturating group members adopt the dominant group's attitudes and behaviours. Next,
separation occurs when the acculturating group attempts to maintain a traditional way of
life outside of the larger society. Even though separation is self-imposed, in the case of
segregation, the acculturating group is excluded by the dominant group without taking
uito account how the acculturating group wants to be involved in the society. Finally,

a

marginalization is associated with high levels of psychological disûess and conflict
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because these individuals and groups do not iden@ with their traditional culture or with
the dominant culture of theK society. This can result in feelings of isolation, dienation,

and loss of identity at both the cultural and psychological level. One limitation of this
mode1 is that it does not fully accomt for groups of immigrants becomhg acculturated at
different rates.
One way to look at acculturation as a cause of risk-taking behaviour comes nom
the idea of "culture shock" or the more common tenn "acculturative stress". The
phenomenon is made up of multiple dimensions and factors (Lee, 1988). For the
adolescent refugee, acculturative stress comes fiorn five main sources that continually
interact with each other, including the adolescent's original culture, the American culture,
the refugee experience, the experience of being an adolescent in Amerka, and the refugee

a

adolescent culhire (Lee, 1988). Thus, adolescent refbgees are ofien caught between their
traditional values, the contemporary values fiom the host country, and transitional values
which fdl somewhere in between the two (Lee, 1988).
Adolescent refbgees are forced to find a reference group through which they c m
forge an identity. One option is to identiQ with their traditional culture. However, given
fiequent farnily upheavals and the lack of appropnate role models, it is often unredistic to
maintain traditional values. On the other hand, these youth may reject these values,
seeing them as too old fashioned and dysfunctional, thus seeking to adopt the noms and
value system of North American youth (Ho, 1992). In some cases, refugee adolescents
will find an intermediate position thus becoming biculnual. In any of these three cases,
some adolescents strengthen with these issues while others may undergo adjusmient
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problems. It is presumed that any form of cultural identification with North American
youth will lead to an increase in activities related to an increase in nsk-taking behaviours.
While Norih American adolescents strive to achieve independence through their
activities, Asian culture emphasizes mutual interdependence (Ho, 1992). As Asian youth
attempt to join peer g~oupsat school, they may be influenced by Western youth's move
towards independence. In order to gain a sense of belonging and to be accepted by their

North Amencan peers, they may be forced to let go of their familial and culturai roots.

This M e r adds to family conflicts.
Central American families are based around several important culturai values that
serve to organize, maintain, and preserve farnily traditions. These include, familism, the
importance of the extended farnily and other social networks, strong value systems
involving respect, dignity, and honor, machisrno and patriarchal households (Hemandez,
1996). Adolescent refugees fiom Central Amencan countries have common attributes.

Aside from the Spanish language, Latin American cultural traits such as the prominence
of the extended farnily, an emphasis on spirituai and interpersonal relationships, respect

for authority, an emphasis on the here and now are in opposition to the fiiture-tirne
orientation that is valued by North American society (Suarez-Orozco & Suarez-Orozco,
1995).

As adolescents acculturate to North American society, they fkquently become
more vocal in the home environment, demanding to be heard, and increasingly

chdlenging their parents' traditional cultural values and beliefs (Garcia & Rodriguez,
1989). Adolescent refugees may be perceived as king too old-fashioned by peers but too

e

American by parents.

The individual may want to "hang-~ut'~
after school while
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undergoing pressure nom parents to r e m home and take care of grandparents or
younger siblings. In an effort to curtail the host country's influences and the more rapid
acculturative change among their cbildren, the parents of some cultural groups,
Hispanics, for example, try to restrict their children's activities (Suarez-Onnco & SuarezOrozco, i 995). Ultimately, parents feel as though they have lost credibility as authority
figures as their chiidren become preoccupied with North American culture (Hemandez,

1996).These conflicts tend to generate family tension and disorganhtion, particularly
among Latin Arnencan families (Rouseau, 1995). Moreover, the breakdown in family
cohesion leaves the adolescent with little or no support (Hemandez, 1996).
htergenerationai conflicts are known to occur in the majority of immigrant groups
due to the difference in acculturation among youth and their families (De Santis &

a

Ugarriza, 1995; Westermeyer, 1991). The codlict begins as migrant parents try to

maintain traditional values during the socializing of their children. While aduits generally
have welliiefined identities, making it very difficuit for them to change their established

beliefs and values, adolescents are in the process of acquiring these patterns and are easily
influenced by the new host country (Matsuoka, 1990). Children tend to adopt the noms
and values of the host culture more rapidly than their parents because of school

enrollment, greater language facility. and fiiendships with children of the host country's
culture (De Santis & Ugariiza, 1995). The inconsistencies between family and what is

taught in the w w country's educational institutions generate codicting sets of moral
values (Matsuoka, 1990). During this penod of acculturation, the adolescents may

undergo changes in traditional values, beliefs, and practices due to their finding of their
own identity.
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In a study of 4,296 adolescents in sixth or seventh grades, it was fomd that among
Hispanic adolescents who were bom in Central or South America, high acculturation had

a degenerative effect on family pride among foreign-bom adolescents (Gil, Vega, &
Dimas, 1994). Those adolescents who were born in the United States were more prone to
low farnily pride regardless of their level of acculturation.

In a Canadian study, Copeland and Harvey (1989) admllllstered a questionnaire to
45 Southeast Asian adolescents with a mean age 17.7 years in a western Canadian city.
They found that after three to five years in Canada, most of the adolescents continued to
experience language bamien, low economic status, and patterns of fnendship that
favoured their own ethnie group. In order to adapt to the new environment more
effectively, these individuals leamed English, became familiar with the environment, and

a

found new fiiends.
As they acculturate, adolescent rehigees are more likely to befiiend new North
American p e t s making them more prone to risk-taking activity. For example, one study

found that nine to seventeen year old Hispanics were more likely to be substance users
and were influenced significantly more by p e r s than non-users (Coombs, Paulson, &

Richardson, 199 1).
Stresshl life events during the migration p e r d and the subsequent process of
acculturation may place refugees at greater nsk for initiating nsk-taking behaviours. For
example, in order to better cope with the rapid changes and multiple stressors associated
with culturai adjustrnent, Asians may make the decision to initiate or increase substance

use (Zane & Sasao, 1992).
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There exists competition between parental and peer values that combine with
larger social forces such as racism that complicate the struggle to develop a coherent,
esteemed sense of self (Beiser et al., 1995). Refbgees must deal with racism and
discrimination. Refugees often encounter prejudicial attitudes due to economic and
political tensions and cultural ignorance (Huang, 1989). At school, refigee adolescents
rnay rnix with other cultures with which they have no previous experiences. Among

children, feelings of wanting to "be the same" may arise (Prilieltensky, 1993). While
among adolescents, the resulting interracial tension rnay iead to violence. Racism rnay
contribute to the adolescents' acculturation in that an attempt to "fit in" through
assimilation rnay increase their hopes for a decrease in prejudicial attitudes towanis them.
As the Southeast Asian children grow older, they becorne more aware of their less valued

O

rninority statu which rnay lead them to seek fiiendship fiom Iike-ethnic others in order to
maintain their well-being (Edwards & Beiser, 1994).

Familv environment. North American urbanization has lead to family structures
that emphasize individuality, nuclear farnilies, independence and competition, to name a
few (Lee, 1988). Refbgee families fiom Southeast Asia and Central America have the
burden of adjustment in this type of surrounding which is very different nom theu
homelands. These refbgee farnilies undergo changes and stresses which can lead to one
of two paths in terms of family environment. On one hanci, the added stresses can cause

additional family conflicts, while on the other, it rnay lead to more family cohesion.
Given that there are numerous reasons for farnily conflicts, there are a lot of

0

chances for the adolescent to break away fiom the family. In their search for a stable
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identity, they will offen seek out peer groups and new experiences. The nature of the
adolescent's new peer group cm have a significant effect on the refugee's decision to
engage in risk-taking activities (Kimmel& Wiener, 1995). Adolescents who engage in
risk-taldng behaviours, such as dnig use, report coming h m disorganized families,

having limited closeness with their parents, and having parents who are pre-occupied with
their own &airs

(Jurich, Polson, JUnchy & Bates, 1985; K h e l & Wiener, 1995).

Moreover, the likelihood of engaging in delinquent acts and joining gangs increases as
parental support declines, allowing for increased peer influences (Poole & Rigoli, 1979;

Tousignant, 1997). It is likely that adolescent refugees will have a p a t e r propensity to
engage in risk-taking activities if they corne from a farnily environment with a lot parental
problems and confiicts and become close to a peer group that engages in risk-taking

8

behaviours (Forehand et al., 199 1). Convenely, some research has shown that close and
supportive parent-child relationships have k e n known to be protective factors that

prevent the adolescent fiom k i n g beginning such behavioins (Brook, Brook, Gordon, &
Whiteman, 1990).
In their country of ongin, the family system was set up in a way that provided
protection, support, and guidance for adolescent refugees. This tends to be compromised
by the migration which adds to the aiready stressful life they lead. Additionally, parents

may become less involved with their children because they are preoccupied with their
own adaptation to the new country and as such, have less support to offer. Refugee
families are in transition and, are undergoing a number of issues simultaneously,
including adapting to the new culture, learning to communicate with memben of the host

0

country, separation, grief, and disorganization (Huang, 1 989).
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Family tradition is a comerstone of Asian culture (Ho, 1992). Asian youth are
expected to conform to family structure and authority. The tditiond Asian family is
structured in a way that prioritizes male dominance. Traditionai Asian culture
emphasizes achieving one's identity and sense of worth through close relationships with
adult family members and by being a member of an established lineage and extended

f h l y system (McKenzie-Pollock, 1996). Male children have distinct obligations and
duties to their parents that are more highly valued than to any other farnily memben.
They are responsible for familial teachings, including responsibility, hard work, and

f d l y obligations which are transmitted through parent-child relations (Ho, 1992). The
older generation is responsible for passing on the guidelines for socially acceptable
behaviours, educating the young on handling life events, and social support through life
crises. Traditional families take care of their members, physically, socially, and

emotionally (Ho, 1992).

The process of migration ofien disrupts family life and separates many Asian
families, especially refugee families. M e n this discontinuity is coupled with rapid
exposure and socialization in an age-segregated North American society, it enhances the
importance and influence of a peer group. Asian adolescents fiequently reject American

peer groups and conflicts with their parents can be detrimental to their development (Ho,
1992). Asian cultures have no concept of foster parenting because if anything happens to

a child or adolescent's parents, the extended farnily is ever-present to compensate. Thus,
adolescents have a dificult time understanding North Amencan culture and may have
difficulty finding their role in the new society, with few family members and ofien not
more than one parent present.
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The process of migration and subsequent acculturation normally leads to family
codicts b u s e many of the roles, d e s and values that were successful at maintaining
farnily integrity, in Central Arnerica for example, become l e s bctional in North
America (Hernandez, 1996). Refiigees are oflen required to assume unaccustomed roles
when they migrate to North Amenca. For example, Central Amencan women are
fkequently employed before their husbands because they are more willing to perform
menial tasks or available jobs are seen as more appropriate for women (Hernandez,
1996). Employment creates opportunities for acculturation and developing a network
outside of the family, as do traditional duties such as shopping and involvement with the
children's school. These situations place women in a new, non-traditional position, and
challenges patriarchal power, leading to conflicts between parents. This, in hm, may be

O

taken out on the children or may create a family enviromnent which the adolescent does
not to be a part of, leading to search for a surrogate family, such as a gang or a new peer
group.

Role reversal often occurs because refbgee children acculturate more rapidly, thus
causing the children to assume adult roles (Beiser et al., 1988; Dana, 1998; Espino, 1991,
Hernandez, 1996; Westermeyer, 199 1 ). Therefore, adolescent refugees must become
responsible individuals early on, k i n g needed for routine activities such as translation at
stores or managing the family budget. Moreover, older children are burdened with more
adult responsibilities than they are ready for, fkequently interfering with their schooling
(Espino, 199 1). Role reversais have clearly k e n seen in both Southeast Asian and Centrai
Amencan refugee farnilies and have lead to severe family confiicts (Espino, 1991;

Hernandez, 1966).
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Socioeconomic status. In North America, people with low socioecnomic status

(SES) are continually hampered by their lack of fkedom and autonomy. They are trapped

in their smundings and usually live in run-down, crime ndden, neighbourhoods that
they c a ~ oafford
t
to Ieave. In North America, adolescents fiom lower SES backgrounds
who aspire toward higher-status occupations oflen Iead to social disapproval (Conger &

Galambos, 1996). These ambitions are ofien viewed as incongruent with the adolescent's
social background, tbreatening to others in the adolescent's social milieu, or simply as
unattainable dreams. They are constantly faced with material possessions but cannot
fiord them. In some cases, built up hostility and h a t i o n can lead to a Life of crime
(Coleman & Cressey, 1990). Families living in a low SES Mestyle live with econornic

0

uncertainty. Even those who are lucky enough to have permanent employment work in
low-paying dead-end jobs and are first to be laid-off during bad economic times. Poor
families have higher rates of family conflict than the rest of North Amencan Society
(Coleman & Cressey, 1990).
Youth who corne fiom single family homes and those fiom ethnic minority groups
tend to be among the poorest people in North Amenca (Coleman & Cressey, 1990).
Moreover, the majority of violent individuals tend to be roughly 15-30 years old.
belonging to a racial or ethnic group, having Iow SES, and living in urban areas (Lewis,
1991). Most refugees have lost al1 of their material possessions and financial security and

have little or no funding when they arrive in North America. There is fiequently a drastic
reduction in familial socioeconomic status, with no or low paying employment, and

O

parents are ofien forced to take jobs inconsistent with their professional expertise (Hicks,
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Lalonde, & Pepler, 1993). Compounding this precarious situation is the fact that many of
these adolescents ofien oniy have one parent present to help them cope in the new world.

When refbgee families enter a new larger society, they tend to experience a
relative loss in status which can lead to stress (Williams & Berry, 1991). These stress
levels may lead the individual to attempt to ease their situation through a number of
means, including alcohol consurnption. Moreover, education and employment are usehl
resources for successfully approaching the larger society, afEecting one's ability to
fiinction effectively under new circumstances. One study reported that afker initiai
unemployment durhg the eady years of resettlement, reftgees do tend to find jobs
(Beiser & Hyman, 1997). Another one demonstrated that the longer, better-educated

Vietnamese parents lived in the United States, the more likely they were to be employed

e

(Rumbaut & Ima, 1988).

in a cornrnunity survey of Central Americans who migrated to Washington, it was
shown that there is a high incidence of neglect in this population (Espino, 1991). These

refigees nomaily live in impoverished conditions, with inadequate health care, poor
supervision of children, and physically dangerous environments. In many cases,
overcrowding leads to instability and conflicts between and within families who are
living together as a resuit of migration patterns (Espino, 1991).

Rationaie for research

The purpose of the present study was to generate initial data to describe nsk-

taking behaviours arnong Southeast Asian and Centrai Amencan adolescent refugees and
adolescents fiom Quebec. Such data could be useful at two levels: It could inform society
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(e.g., decision-makers) on certain aspects of the outcome of these populations and it couid

be used to guide intervention programs for service providers.

Given the large number of refûgees arriving in Canada, it is important to know
more about the factors infîuencing the successful or unsuccessfid adaptation of these
populations into Quebec society. Govemments need to be informed of what happens to
these individuals in order to make appropriate research agendas, and to S o m public

debate about resettlement policies, programs and services (Beiser et al., 1995). Since the
govemment can adopt new policies, transform resettlement structures, and make changes
that affect refugees after they arrive, it is important to have a thorough understanding of
protective fàctors or those that place them at risk during their resettlement (Beiser et al.,
1988).

e

It is important for policy and decision-makers to kiow the outcome of several

facets of general adolescent life in Quebec. These include their quality of health, degree
of psychopathology if any, level of self-esteendself-identity,and school success. Another
important aspect to society are the consequences of what happens when youth of minority
ethnic and religious groups reach adolescence, particularly immigrants fiom different
cultural backgrounds. Moreover, the potential vulnerability of refugee youth to the
combination of developmental and adaptational demands suggest a need for fùrther
research (Copeland & Harvey, 1989).
This information can also be very usefül to service providers (school health), to
orient welcoming programs, adapt professional resources and eventuaily, if needed,
design prevention programs.
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Research auestions and hmtheses

The present study attempts ta snswer a number of research questions by
cornparkg the Southeast Asian and Central Amencan refitgee adolescents, and Quebec
samples on three levels. The fint looks at the amplitude of risk-taking behaviours among
the groups. The next looks at the specific profiles of the adolescents who engage in risktakiog behaviours. Finaily, the correlates of the adolescents' nsk-taking behaviours are

examined. Although this is an exploratory study, for each research question at l e s t one
associated hypothesis was developed.
1. Do adolescent refùgees from Carnbodia and Central America engage in more or less

risk-taking behaviours than Quebecers?
a. It was hypothesized that the adolescent refùgees would engage in different

amounts of nsk-taking behaviours than Quebecers.
b. It was hypothesized that the Carnbodian refugees would haïe less risk-taking

behaviours than their Central American peers because of cultural differences.
2. In What kinds of profiles of risk-taking behaviours do they engage? (e.g., how do they

cluster together - is the same individual who is taking alcohol also taking dmgs? Is
gang affiliation a marker of violent behaviour or dmg abuse?

a. It was hypothesized that the profiles of nsk-taking behavioun would Vary as a
fùnction of culture.
3. What is the association between nsk-taking behaviours and three specific social

detenninants: Acculturation, family, and SES?

a. It was hypothesized that the more acculturated the adolescent, the more nsktaking behaviows they would have.
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b. It was hypothesized that the lower SES from which the adolescent came, the more
nsk-taking behaMours they wouid have.
c. It was hypothesïzed that the more family confiict that the adolescent experienced,
the more risk-taking behaviours they wouid have.

d. It was hypothesized that the more family cohesion that the adolescent
experienced, the less risk-taking behaviours they wodd have.
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CHAPTER 3
Method
Participants
Participants were composed of three groups of adolescents and their parents
enrolled in a longitudinal study. Inclusion in the study was dependent on the following
criteria:
Mimtorv status. Migratory status was operationalized to include parents who
had received migratory status as a refugee, either before or upon arriva1 to Canada and
whose children were bom outside of Canada.
Ethnic o r i d . Participants came fkom Southeast Asia (Carnbodia) and Central

Arnerica (Guatemala, Honduras, and El Salvador). These were chosen because they

m

represented the greatest number of refbgee populations in seconàary 1. in 1990, the
Montreal Catholic School Board had 564 adolescents fiom Central America and 894 fiom

Southeast Asia. Since both regions have endured prolonged armed conflicts, they are
somewhat comparable in ternis of premigratory conditions. Also, while significant

national and local differences exist within these regions, each presents a certain cultural
homogeneity.
Academic Ievel. Participants were selected tiom secondary 1 and II from six
schools at the three main school boards on the Island of Montreai that welcome refugees.

These included the Montred Catholic School Board, Protestant School Board of Greater
Montreal, and the Saint Croix School Board. Participating schools were situated in areas

known for less expensive housing and where newly arrived immigrants and refugees were

O

known to concentrate. The first phase (Tl), began in 1994 when the participants were
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enrolled in the seventh grade. In 1996, the students had moved on to the eighth grade
(Tî). Note that the &ta for al1 the participants in the Carnbodian and Quebec groups
were talcen fkom T2 whereas 39 of the 82 participants in the Central American sample
were nom T2 and the rest were taken fiom Tl. The reason for this was that many of the

adolescents had dropped out of the study by T2 for unknown reasons.
Academic environment. The academic environment in Montreal is made up of a
heterogeneous sample of students. In order to etiminate as many variations as possible
that are linked to this heterogeneous envuonment, specific admission criteria were
established including language, chic concentration, and type of class in school.

Lanmüine. Participants who quaiified for entry in the study were integrated into
the French sector of the Quebec schools system, following Bill 101 (which States that

O

refugees in arriving in Quebec must follow a French language curriculum). Therefore,
primarily French school boards were targeted.
Ethnic concentration. Only schools with a strong ethnie concentration among the
Francophones were included in the study. In other words, schools with more than 25%
of students bom outside of Canada were included. Adolescents who are integrated into
schools with a low ethnic density have different minority positions and problems than
those found in schools with a higher density. Therefore, it was decided that only high

ethnic density schools would be included in order to preserve the homogeneity of the
sample.
T w e of class in school. Regular classes and those designated for students with
leaming difficulties were considered in the study. Participants were not included if they
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were in their fïrst year in the schod system, since it represents a t h e of initial contact
with Quebec society and is therefore a particularly stressful t h e for the youth.

Adolescents who were either physically or mentally disabled were excluded fiom the
study.
Measures
The dependent measure in this study consisted of the following instruments:

Risk Behavior Index (RBI; Sylvestre et al. 1992). The identification of risk-taking
behaviours among refugee adolescents has never been systematically studied using the
current methodology. The majonty of studies that have been carried out in a transculturai context focused on either alcohol, dmgs, suicide, or delinquency (Earls, Escobar,
& Mamson, 1991;Morgan, Wingard, & Feline, 1984). However, these studies used

a

instruments that did not allow these behaviours to be measured in a comparable way.
Sylvestre et al. (1992) created an instrumen? Sased on questionnaires that individually

measured these behaviours. This instrument was used in Montreal and covered alcohol,
drugs, tobacco, sexual activity, delinquency, suicide and school failure. The instrument
was used with 891 youths fiom 50 countries, including Central American and Southeast

Asian countries, with results demonstrating that it was comprehensive and accepted.

In order to gauge the use of dcohol and drugs, the adolescents were interviewed
and asked if they had ever consumed alcohol outside of family &airs

or used illegal

drugs. They were also asked whether or not they belonged to a gang at the time of the
interview. Additiondly, the adolescents were asked if they had ever purposely physically

hurt someone. Finally, they were asked if they had stolen anything within the last 12
rnonths.
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The independent variables were based on the three groups of determinants,

including acculturation, farnily, and socioeconomic statu and were measured as follows:
Acculturation. Measurement of acculturation as dehed by Berry (1984; 1994) is
a key step in validating the current research. A quantitative measure of acculturation

would include an examination of a number of variables, such as the length of time in the
host country, the language(s) spoken by the adolescent and his or her parents, and so on.
Therefore, acculturation cannot be measured using a single index or score but rather by a
composite profile (Sodowsky et al., 1991).
Currently, different methods of meamring acculturation Vary fiom study to study.
However, researchers have identified a number of different variables b t appear to be
among the moa relevant. These include generational statu, education, income, age,

a

years of residency in the new country, ethnic density of neighborhoods, country of birth,

and job skills, religion, kinship structures, and reasons for immigratian (Smither &
Rodriguez-Giegling, 1982; Sodowsky et al., 1991).
There are many limitations on the research using the concept of acculturation.
Some studies tend to focus on samples with one extreme acculturation, others attempt to
measure acculturation through the use of a single index (e.g., proficiency in the use of a
specific language), while others use instruments that have little or no psychometric
validity or reliability (Sodowsky et al., 1991 ).Given previous research findings,
acculturation was measured on the bais of multiple measures, including the Behavior
Acculturation Scale, parental language, and time in Canada.
The Behavior Acculturation Scale (BAS; Szapocmik et al., 1978) consists of a

0

24-item list of specific behaviours and is a measure of change and continuity at the level
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of contacts and interaction with the host society. It is useful for several reasons. First, it

measwes up to what point the participant has adopted habits, customs, language, and
lifestyle of the host country. Next, it was originally conceived of to measure Cuban
adolescents and so it has been designed to examine what adolescents are typically
interested in such as music, dance, and radio. Moreover, its validity and reliability has
been established and iîs authors have demonstrated that up to five items could be

removed or modified and it would still yield a resuit that did not compromise its
psychometric properties. Finally, it has been translated into both Spanish and Vietnarnese
(Celano & Tyler, 1991).

The lanmÿiee proficiency of the adolescents' parents was another variable.
Fluency of one or both of the parents' language abilities in either French or English was

0

taken into account as a portion of the acculturation meamre. It was coded as either
"good" or "poor or none",
Time in Canada was another acculturation variable that used. The variable

rneasured the length of time, in years, that the adolescent and their parent(s) had been
living in Canada.
Farnilv environment. Selection of an appropriate instrument to measure familial
structure was based on two cnteria. First, the possibility of clearly operationaking the
dimensions of confiict and cohesion. Secondly, the acceptability of and appropnateness

of using that instrument for transcultural purposes.
The Farnilv Environment Scde (FES ;Moos, Insel, & Humphreys, 1974; Moos &
Moos, 1986) was used to measure family atmosphere, particularly family cohesion and

a

conflict. This instrument is a 90-item. 10-subscale questionnaire designed to measure
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f d y memkm' perceptions of interpersonal relationships and the organhtional
structure of the family. Each subscale is comprised of 9, mutuaily exclusive true or false

items. Of particular importance were the cohesion and conflict subscales. These two
dimensions are not usually independent and have a negative correlation. n i e two

subscales were translated into Cambodian during an earlier study (Rousseau, Drapeau, &
Corin, 1992) using the method of classical translation and inverse translation where the
text is translated back into its original language to ensure that it has been m l a t e d
appropnately. It has ais0 been tnuislated into Spanish (SzapocPlik & Kurtines, 1980).

The psychometric characteristics of the transcultural versions of the FES are comparable
to the original English version. The adolescent version of the instrument was used. Since

n o m s differ depending on the ethnic group in question, no cut-off points were used.

O

uisteaâ, the scale was used as a continuous meastue (Moos & Mws, 1986).

The ~w of family in which the adolescent lives (i.e., two-parent or one-parent
households) was also taken into account.
Socioeconomic status (SES) was measured through the use of semi-süuctured
interviews that asked about parental annual income (the actual arnount and whether they
perceived it as moderate or low), parental ernployrnent statu (employed or unemployed),
and their level of formal education (primary or secondary).

Two additional sociodemographic variables were considered in the analyses,
namely the adolescent's age and sex.
Procedwe
A questionnaire was put together and used in semi-structured interviews in order

e

to collect demographic, ethnographie, and other information related to the adolescents
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and their parents. The questions were checked by key informants fiom the Central
American and Cambodian co~nmunitiesin order to ensure that they were consistent.
Interviews of adolescents and their parents were conducted, in theu native language, since

interviews are among the most cornmon methods of assessing cuiturai identity (Berry et

al., 1986). interviewers of the same ethnic ongin as the respondents (Cambodian or

Latin American) spoke to the participants and their parents. When both parents were
dead or far away, the guardian was inte~ewed.Parents (or guardians) and adolescents

signed consent forms for the research project (see Appendix C).
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CEAPTER 4
Results

The resuits were broken down into three main sections. The first part describes
the demographics of the three groups. The next part covers the overall frequency and
percentage of risk-taking behaviours per group and correlations between these and the
detenninants. The final senes of anaiyses examine the profiles of risk-taking behaviour,
including cluster analyses and analysis of variances (ANOVAs). An alpha level of .O5
was used as the minimal indicator of significance throughout the analyses. Homogeneity

of variance was shown to be non-significant for al1 analyses.

Information derived fiom the interview provided sociodemographic &ta for the

0

adolescents in each group. This information can be found in Table 1.
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Table 1
Sociodemomphic characteristics of the ~articipantsin each

Cambodia
(N=76)

mou^

Central
America

Quebec
(N=67)

V'

(N=82)
Characteristic
Sex
Male
Female

a

Years in Canada
11.5

3.8

7.5

3.5

-

-

0.00 1*

*e c .O01 (2-tailed)

t: V= Cramer's V.

The results indicate that there was a significant difference between the groups for
the length of time that the adolescents have been living in Canada. More specifically,

adolescents in the Cambodian group had been living in Canada significantiy longer than
those in the Centrai Amencan sample. Al1 three groups did not significantly differ with
respect to sex or mean age.
Sociodemographic information was also compiled, exarnining the participants'
family situation. Results can be seen in Table 2.
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Table 2
S O C ~ O ~ ~ ~characteristics
O P J ~ D ~of
~ the
C families in each ntoup

Cambodia
(N=76)
Characteristic

-n

P

Central

Quebec

America
(N=82)

(N=67)

-n

Perceived hcomett
Moderate
Low
Employment statutf
Employed
Unemployed
Type of Family
Two-parent
Single-parent

Parent Education
Elementary
High school
FrenchEnglish
Proficiency
Good
Poor or none

*Q

< .O01 (2-tailed)

t: N= 8 1 on this variable for the Central American group.
$: N= 66 on this variable for the Quebec group.

-P

-n

P

V
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A Cramer's V probability statistic was used as the measure of level of significance

to examine the differences between groups with respect to the family environment. The
results indicated that there was a significant difference between the groups with respect to
the mean amount of income, perceived income, employment status, highest level of

parents' education, and parental fluency in either English or French. Al1 three groups had
approximately the sarne percentage of single- and two-parent households.

Overall risk-takinn behaviour

This part of the analyses attempted to determine the extent to which adolescent
refugees fiom Cambodia and Central America and adolescents from Quebec engaged in

risk-taking behaviours. The results can be seen in Table 3.
Table 3
Overall number and percentage of each risk-takina behaviour per
-

Cambodia

-mou^
-

-

-

- -

Central America

-

Quebec

Type of Behaviour

-n

-P

n

-P

n

-P

Consumed Alcohol

14

18.4

6

7.3

25

37.3

Used Drugs

2

2.6

5

6.1

26

38.8

Gang Membership

4

5.3

7

8.5

1

1.5

Hurt Someone

15

19.7

14

17.3

15

22.4

Has Stolen

3

3.9

8

9.8

15

22.4
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The results indicate that almost two and four times as many Quebec adolescents
had conswned alcohol outside of faaiily events than theu Cambodian and Centrai
American peers, respectively. The use of drugs by Quebec adolescents was far higher

than use among both of the other groups. Gang membership was highest for the Centrai
American adolescents, foilowed by the Cambodians, and lady the Quebecers. The
nurnber of adolescents who reported h a h g intentionally hurt someone was
approxirnately the same across groups. Finally, almost twice as many Quebec adolescents
reported having stolen something in the previous 12 months than Central Amencan
adolescents.
A one-way ANOVA was performed on the results of the Risk Behavior Index in

order to assess whether the groups differed as a whole. Results yielded a significant

a

between groups main effect, F32,224)= 1 1.54, ~ < 0 . 0 1,
0 indicating that the overall

amount of nsk-taking behaviour varied significantly across groups

Correlations between the Risk Behavior Index and the social detenninants
Pearson product-moment correlations were performed in order to examine the
relationship between risk-taking behaviour and the social determinants. Results of the
correlations on the Carnbodian sample can be found in Table 4.
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Table 4
-

-

Correlations on the Carnbodian =oui, var!ables

RB1

-

- -

--

RB1
BAS

O

Years in Canada

-

AnnuaI Family Income

FES - Conflict

Yearsin
Canada
-

1.000

FES - Cohesion

BAS

O

-

Annual
Family
income

FES -

FESCohesion

Conflict

- - -

0.154

0.120

-0.147

- 0.124

0.034

0.295*

1.000

0.285*

0.054

- 0.155

- 0.023

0.056

-

1.O00

0.040

- 0.134

0.054

0.056

-

-

1.O00

0.095

- 0.039 - 0.134

.

-

1.O00

- 0.532* - O. 108

-

-

-

O

O

1.000

Note. FES = Family Environment Scale; BAS = Behavior Acculturation Scale;
RB1 = Risk Behavior Index.

Correlations among the Cambodian group variables yielded three significant
results. First, there was a significant positive correlation between the RB1 and the age of
the adolescent 6 = 0.295, ~ < . 10), suggesting that the older the adolescent, the more likely

they were to engage in nsk-taking behaviours. Risk-taking behaviour did not correlate

significantly with any other variable. Next, a significant positive correlation between the
BAS and the number of years in Canada (I= 0.285, p.013),suggests that the longer the

adolescents of Cambodian ongin lived in Canada, the more acculturated they becarne.

0

Age

Finally, the significant negative correlation between FES - Cohesion and FES - Confiict

0.197
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e<.OOl) indicates that these two variables are inversely scored, which was

expected if the mesrsures were valid.
Results of the correlations among the Central American group variables can be

found in Table 5.
Table 5
Correlations among the Central American PJOUD variables

RBI

BAS

Years
in
Canada

BAS

-

Years in Canada

-

-

Annual Family Income

-

-

-

FES - Cohesion

-

-

-

FES - Conflict

-

1.000

g

0.232'
1.000

-

FES -

Annual
Family
Income

Cohesion

0.019

- 0.013

0.139

0.045

0.051

- 0.043

1.000

6.137

- 0.065

- 0.002

1.000

- 0.496*

0.159

1.000

- 0.01 7

O

-

-

FESConfiict

Age

0.129 -0.147

Note. FES = Family Environment Scale; BAS = Behavior Acculturation Scale;
-

RB1 = Risk Behavior Index.

Correlations among the Central American group yielded four significant results.
First, a significant negative correlation was found between RBI and FES - Conflict

& = -0.302, E < .006), indicating that there is an increased likelihood that Central
American adolescents who have a lot of conflict in their home environment will engage
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in risk-taking behaviours. Similarly, the signifiant negative correlation between the RB1

-

and FES - Cohesion (f = 0.308, F.005)indicates that those among the group of Central
adolescents who had a stable family life tended to engage in less risk-taking

A-cm

behaviours. No other variable was significantly comlated with nsk-taking behaviour.
The significant negative correlation between FES - Cohesion and FES - Confiict (g = 0.496. e<.OOi)indicated that these two variables were inversely scored again, which was

expected if the measures were valid. Finally, a significant positive correlation between
the BAS and the number of years in Canada (r = 0.232, p<.036), suggested that the longer
the adolescents lived in Canada, the more acculturated they became.

Results of the correlations arnong the Quebec group variables can be found in
Table 6.

0

Table 6
Correlations amone;the Ouebec gr ou^ variables

RB1

Annual

FES -

Family
Income

Age

Cohesion

FES Conflict

1 .O00

0.072

- 0.385*

0.144

0.038

Annual Family incorne

-

1.O00

- 0.201

0.2 18

- 0.307*

FES - Cohesion

-

-

1.O00

- 0.609*

O. 130

FES - Conflict

-

-

-

1.O00

0.016

-

-

-

1.O00

RB1

Ag=

Note. FES = Family Environment Scale; RB1 = Risk Behavior Index.
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Correlations among the Quebec families yielded three significant results. F i a
there was a significant negative correlation between the RB1 and FES - Cohesion (L =

-

0.385, ~(.001),suggesting that less cohesion in the family increased the likelihood that
the adolescent would engage in risk-taking behaviours. No other variable was
significantly correlated with nsk-taking behaviour. Second, the signitrcant negative

-

indicated
correlation between FES - Cohesion and FES - Conflict (r = 0.609,p~.001)
that these two variables are inversely scored, which was expected if the mesures were

valid. A significant negative correlation between the annuai family income ami age of the
adolescent (r = -0.307, g<.014) suggested that as the adolescent grew older, their family
income decreased. In order to try to make sense of this unusual result, a partial Pearson
correlation was nui on the data, controllhg for two factors. The first examined whether
or not the adolescent failed either math, English, or French class during the current year,
while the second looked at the adolescents' performance in these subjects relative to their

peers. The idea behind this analysis was the hypothesis that students from low
socioeconomic levels may have had more school difficulties which would be associated
with repeating grades. Results revealed a significant partial correlation (r = -0.307, pc
.OS) between the adolescents' ages and poor school performance.

Risk-takinn behaviour profiles
The next pari of the analyses focussed on the kinds of profiles that the adolescents
had with respect to their engaging in risk-taking behaviours. A clustet analysis was
perforrned on each group in order to fnd patterns of nsk-taking behavioürs that might cooccur more fiequently. An arbitrary decision was made that would yield 5,4,3, and 2
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group clusters for each group. The reasoning behind üiis was that any clusters under 2
would result in the number of clusters equal to the number of participants in the group

and any clusters over 5 would limit the usefulness of the dak Upon closer examination,
the best possible cluters were identified and used for the rest of the analysis. These were
chosen by examination of dendrograms and the interpretability of the break-down of the
cluster and through the use of Ward's hienuchical method. Specific clusters of risk-

taking behaviours received specific designations in order to differentiate among the
patterns of risk-taking behaviours.

From the cluster anaiysis that was performed on the Cambodian group, the threegroup solution was chosen as the most useful (see Table 7). The "mixed without gang

membership" group was made up of those who had clustered together on d l behaviours
except gang affiliation. The "mixed with gang memkrship" cluster compnsed mainly of

gang members who had hurt someone and stolen. The 'tiolent" group consisted only of
adolescents who claimed to have hurt sorneone.
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Table 7

T h r e e - ~ Usolution
D
for cluster analvsis of Cambodian adolescent risk-takina behaviours

membership

Mixed with
gang
membership

Type of Behaviour

-n

-n

-P

-n

-P

Consumed Alcohol

14

100.0

-

-

-

Used Dmgs

2

14.3

-

-

4

80

Mixed without
gang

Gang Membership

P

-

Violent

-

O

O

Hurt Sorneone

6

42.9

1

20.0

8

100.0

Has Stolen

2

14.3

1

20.0

-

-

Total

14

-

5

-

8

-

The results of the three-group solution for the cluster analysis was subsequently
broken down and exarnined by the sociodemographic characteristics of each cluster.
ANOVAs revealed no significant differences among any of the patterns (see Appendix
A). The non-significant results may be due to the very small sample size when the group

is subdivided into three.

For the Centrai American group, the four-group cluster was the most realistic (see
Table 8). The "everything" risk-taking group was cornprised of adolescents who
clustered together on al1 five risk-taking behaviours. The "mixe&'

group was made up of

those who had clustered together on several behaviours (Le., consumers of alcohol,

stealing, and hurting someonz). The mg-users" pnmarily consisted of adolescents who
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had tried dnigs. FinalIy, the 'Molent" group consisted oniy of adolescents who claimed

to have hurt someone.
Table 8

Four-mur, solution for cluster analvsis of Central Arnerican risk-takirip behaviours

Mixed

Everything

a

Dmg-users

Violent

Type of Behaviour

-n

-P

-n

-P

-n

-P

-n

-P

Consumed Alcohol

2

28.6

4

50.0

-

-

-

-

Used Dmgs

1

14.3

-

-

4

100.0

Gang Membership

7

100.0

-

-

-

-

Hurt Someone

4

57. t

25 .O

1

25 .O

7

O

2

O

O

100.0

Has Stolen
Total

The results of the Cgroup solution for the cluster analysis was subsequently
broken down and examined by the sociodemographic characteristics of each cluster (see
Table 9).
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Table 9
--

- -

Sociodemoma~hicbreakdown of Central American adolescents' ~atternsof nsk-taking
behaviours accordinn to a four- prou^ cluster d v s i s solution, includina those without
any risk-takina behaviours

None

Everything

Mixed

h g users

Violent

Total

Participant
Sex

Male
Female
Family Situation
Perceived Income
Moderate
Low

Employment Status
Employed
Unemployed
Type of Family
Two-parent
Single-parent

Parent Education
Elementary
High school
French/English
Proficiency
Good
Poor or none

* E < .O01
The breakdown indicates that the pattern of risk-taking behaviours among Central
American adolescents is significantly associated with the employment status of their

0

parents. While perceived level of incorne approached significance (p < .066), when the

V
-
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part of the group that did not engage in any risk-taking behaviours was factored oub it

reached significance @ < .O31).
For the Quebec p u p , the four-group cluster was the most feasible option (see
Table 10). The "everything" risk-taking group was comprised of adolescents who
clustered together on al1 five of risk-taking behaviours. The "mUred without gang
membership" cluster was comprised of adolescents who consumeci alcohol, used cinigs,

hurt someone and stolen. The "mixed - alcohol and drugs" group was made up of those
who had oniy clustered together on these two behaviours. The "drug-users" primarily

consisted of adolescents who had only used h g s .
Table 10
Four-~TOUD
solution for cluster analvsis of Ouebec tisk-takina behaviours

Mixed
without

Everything

gang

-

Mixed
alcohol and
dws

Drug-users

membership

n

-P

-n

t 00.0

4

33.3

14

7

100.0

4

33.3

Gang Mernbership

1

14.0

-

Hurt Someone

7

100.0

Has Stolen

7

Total

7

Type of Behaviour

n

Consumecl Alcohol

7

Used Dmgs

P

-n

P

100.0

-

-

8

57.1

7

100.0

-

-

-

8

66.7

-

-

-

100.0

8

66.7

-

-

-

-

-

12

14

-

7

-

œ

P

O

O
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The resuits of the four-group solution for the cluster anaiysis was subseqwntly
broken down and examined by the sociodemographiccharacteristics of each cluster (see
Table 1 1).
Table 1 1
Sociodemoaraphic breakdown of Ouebec adolescents' Datterns of nsk-takina behaviours
accordine to a four-erouo cluster anal~sissolution. includin~those without anv risktaking behaviours
None

Participant
Sex

Male
Female

Family Situation
Perceived incorne
Moderate
Low

Employment Status
Employed
Unemployed
Type of Family
Two-parent
Single-parent

Parent Education
Elementary
High school

Everything

-

Mixed
without
gang

Mixed

-

dcohol
and
dws

Drugusers

Total

V

Adolescent Risk-taking and Acculturation

The breakdown indicates that the pattern of risk-taking behaviours among Quebec
adolescents was significantly associated with the type of farnily household (one or twoparent families) in which they lived.

Association of risk profiles with social detenninants
ANOVAs were perfomed on the continuous variables in order to evaluate

whether the mean level of acculturation varied according to the pattern of risk-taking
behaviour. The resdts of the ANOVAs on the Cambodian gmup can be found in Table
12.
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Table 12
Results of the ANOVAs on the Cambodian gr ou^
None

Mixed
without
gang;

Mixed
With gang

Violent

E

BAS

M
SD
Years in Canada
M

-

SD
Annual Family Income

FES - Cohesion
M
SD
-

FES - Conflict
M
SD
-

Results of the ANOVAs on Cambodian adolescents yielded a significant main
effectofage, E(3, 75) = 5.42, ~c.002,meaning that there was a significant difference

between the patterns of risk taking behaviour in the cluster anaiysis on that variable.
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None of the ANOVAs that were perfomed on the Central American group
yielded any significant results. The results can be found in Appendix A.

The results of the ANOVAs on the Quebec group can be found in Table 13.
Table 13
Results of the ANOVAs on the Ouebec arour>

None

Annual Family Income
M

SD

Everything

Mixed Drugs
and
alcohol

Mixed
without
gant3

0.346

45,192
23,020

54,200
24,7 1 2

50,786
2 1,789

42,833
24,866

30,643
19,237

FES - Cohesion

M

0.007*
7.5
2. 1

SD
-

4.0
2.3

6.7

7.3

6.7

2.0

1.9

2.7

FES - Conflict

M
SD

E

Drugusers

0.46
2.0
2.5

3.1
2.0

1.9

1.7

2.4
1.8

1.1
1.2

Results of the ANOVA on Quebec adolescents yielded a significant main effect of

FES - Cohesion, E(4, 66) = 17.48,~<.007,
meaning that the clusters were significantly
different on this variable.

Adolescent Risk-taking and Acculturation
T-tests between the risk-takinn behaviours and the social detenniaants

T-tests were pdormed to compare the mean nurnber of risk-taking behaviours
within a group with categoncal variables (see Table 14).
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Table 14
T-test r e d t s of risk-takina behavioius and ~0~iOdemoga~hic
characteristics of each

Cambodia

M
-

S D E

mou^

Central
America

M

Participant
Sex

Male
Female
Family Situation
Perceived lncometf
Moderate
Low
Employment stahistt
Employed
Unemployed
Type of Family
Two-parent
Single-parent
Parent Education
Elementary
High school

FrenchEnglish
Proficiency
Good
Poor or none

*p < .O5 (2-tailed)
t: N= 8 1 on this variable for the Central American group.
f : N= 66 on this variable for the Quebec group.

S D E

M

S D E
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Adolescents in the Cambodian group did not demonstrate any significant
differences in the amount of risk-taking behaviours on any of the categoncal variables.
The results of the t-tests on the Central Amencan group revealed that the
adolescents engaged in significantly more risk-taking behaviours if their parents had
completed hi@ school. The results also indicated that the adolescent males in this group
engaged in significantly more nsk-taking behaviours than females.
The results among the Quebec group revealed that males engaged in significantly
more risk-taking bebaviours than females. Type of farnily was also significant, meaning
that adolescents fiom single-parent families have a significantly higher mean number of
risk-taking behaviours than NO-parent households.
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CEAPTER 5
Discussion
The present study contributed to our knowledge of adolescent risk-taking

behaviour and acculturation among adolescent refiigees fiom Cambodia and Central
America and adolescents fiom Quebec. The objective of this study was to gain an
understanding of the dynamics of each group. Although it was primarily exploratory in
nature, several hypotheses were formulated. The study was divided into three main
research questions, with associated hypotheses for each.

Overall nsk-takina behaviour

The first research question exarnined whether adolescent refùgees fiom Cambodia

O

and Central Amerka engage in more or less risk-taking behaviours than Quebecers.
Overall, the total number of risk-taking behaviours fiom both the Cmbodian and Central
Amencan adolescents were significantly less than those for the adolescents fiom Quebec.
Adolescents fiom Quebec had the most contact with alcohol and drugs and had
stolen far more fiequently than either the Cambodian or Central Amencan groups.
The finding that such a large proportion of Quebec adolescents consumed alcohol is

consistent with the results of Zoccolillo, Vitaro, and Trembiay (1 999), who concluded
that alcohol consumption among 15-yearsldswas normative in Quebec. However, the

actual percentage of use in the present study was lower. This may be due to the sample
size not necessarily k i n g representative of Quebec. The results are also consistent with
the findings of Maddahian et al., (1 986) where alcohol and dnig use was highest among

0

whites, followed by Hispanics, and Asian Amencans, respectively.
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This finding is related to the deconstruction of Quebec families. Over the last
several decades, Quebec families have undergone a major transformation in lifestyle
(Langelier, 1996). Younger generations of Quebecers are more ignorant about their
cultural history and traditions than ever before. Basic farnily values are no longer
reinforced as they used to be, leaving many youths without direction. For example, the
concept of the extended family, which has k e n shown to be of particular significance for
other cultures has been eroded in modem Quebec families. Extended family activities are
often lirnited to social activities such as weddings and fimerals. Among the consequences
of these cirastic changes in Quebec society may be an ïncrease in risk-taking behaviours
such as alcohol consuniption, drug use, and stealing.
The finding that adolescents fiom Quebec who came from single parent homes

a

engaged in significantly more risk-taking behaviours is consistent with the literature. One
study in Ontario found that adolescent smoking, drinking and illicit dmg use were

consistently related to single parenthood (Boyle Br Offord, 1986).
Although the number of adolescents who reported to have intentionally hurt
someone was approximately the s m e across groups, a review of the qualitative data
might shed Iight into the actual circumstances of the incidents. It is possible that Quebec
adolescents tended to hurt people while they were intoxicated whereas Central Arnerican
rehigee adolescents did so as part of gang-related activity.
The next hypothesis, that the Cambodian refugees would demonstrate less nsktaking behaviours than the Central Amencan group was confirmed. The Cambodian
group had fewer gang members, and tried drugs and had stolen less fiequently than the

0

Central Amencan group. The finding that Cambodian adolescents engaged in the lowest
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amount of risk-taking behaviours is consistent with the litetanire on their traditional
values. Cambodian families who maintain their traditional cultural values rather than
become fully assimilated into North American society may be protecting their youth fiom
risk-taking behaviours.
It has been suggested that Southeast Asian refiigee adolescents tend to go one of
two ways with respect to acculturation (Tobin & Friedman, 1984). One crowd tends to
isolate themselves from North American culture, preferring to socialire with members of
their own ethnic group, to eat ody foods from their ethnic background, to listen only to
music fiom their own ethnic community, and so on, while hoping to someday retum to
their homeland. On the other hand, a second group of refugees will try to assimilate as
much as possible into North American culture through sociaiization with same-aged
peers, wearing identical clothing, and listening to the same types of music. These
individuals, usuafly adolescents, tend to distance themselves fiom anything related to
their ethnic ongins. In the case of Cambodians, the former might be true.
One possible explanation for the lack of engagement in risk-taking behaviours
among the Cambodian group may have k e n their relative protection by their traditions
and values. Cambodian culture has a strong family-oriented code of conduct. Traditional

Asian culture promotes concem for the welfare of the group and community, the extended
farnily, interdependence, and conformity and cooperation (Ho, 1992; Lee, 1988). This is
charactenzed by a keen awareness of the social milieu and social and economic
limitations and immobility. Thus, most Southeast Asian refugees have been raised in a
society that is highly sensitive to peer opinions and uses the social connection to define

0

thoughts, feelings, and actions (Ho, 1992). Regardiess of economic and social status,
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social esteem and self-respect cornes fiom cornpliance with social noms and is therefore
strictiy followed. In some cases, Asian Americans have been stereotyped a mode1
minority group because they tend to become productive members of North American
while engaging in relatively few risk-taking activities (Sodowsky et al., 1991).
It is possible that the Cambodians in this sample came fiom very stable families.
Stable and cohesive families with positive attitudes towards acculturation who maintain

traditional community ties are better able to support their children and offer security
during the stress of migration (Hicks et al., 1993; Rumbaut, 1991;Rumbaut & Ima,
1988).

Finally, while the overall number of adolescents admitting to gang membership

was relatively low, the refugee groups had at least four times as many gang-members as

O

the Quebec group. This is consistent with the idea that affirmation among migrant is
especially important for adolescents who are in a minority. These individuals need often
corne fkom unstable and disorganized farnilies and lack supportive community networks
(Gordon, 1998).

Risk-taking behaviour profiles
The second research question examined the specific profiles of nsk-taking

behaviour among the three groups. As hypothesized, the profiles varied as a h c t i o n of
culture. The breakdown of different risk-taking profiles for each of the three groups
showed a variety of patterns.

The Cambodian group displayed three distinct clusters. Two of the three were a

O

mix of behaviours which were distinguished by whether or not the adolescent was part of
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a gang, while a third was clearly a violent subgroup of adolescents who had hurt others
but did not claim to be part of a gang. This subdivision of adolescents were mostly male,
came h m two-parent howholds. had at least one parent with both a high school
education and a job, and whose parents' language fluency (English and French) was poor
or non-existent. The Central American group was divided into four clusters of varying
profiles of risk-taking behaviour. Similar to the Cambodian group, a clearly v i o l e n t d y
group was found with identical demographics, with the addition of their parents'
perceived income k i n g moderate. Quebec adolescents also clustered into four clear
groups.
One interesting finding was that a "violent" profile was oniy found among the
refiigee groups. These "violent" adolescents were not associated with any other nsk-

a

taking behaviours. It would be interesting to investigate this m e r in future studies in
order to assess the source of this violence. For example, are the reasons behind the
violence due to culture-based discrimination at school? This would be a plausible
hypothesis given that refigees fiequently encounter racism (Huang, 1989; Prilleltensky.
1993).

An interesting feature of the Quebec adolescents' profiles was that they were
rarely involved with gangs. Moreover, simiiar to the Central American group, there was

a clear group of drug-users and another distinct group of adolescents who only use dmgs
and alcohol. Two other patterns showed a very clear profile of alcohol consurnption, dmg
usage, hurting others, and stealing.
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These hdings suggest that c l u s t e ~ adolescents
g
into risk-taking profiles may

e

facilitate the creation of prevention programs and intervention efforts that might target
multiple categories of risk-taking behaviours, as opposed to individual ones.

Detenninants of risk-taking behaviour
The third research question investigated the association between risk-taking
behaviours and three possible determinants, including acculturation, family, and SES.
The hypothesis that as adolescents' became more acculturated, they would engage in
significantly more nsk-taking behaviours was not proven. Acculturation did not play a
significant part for either of the refûgee groups.
A second hypothesis was that the more family conflict that the adolescent

experienced, the more they would engage in nsk-taking activities. Family conflict was
indeed correlated with risk-taking behaviour but only for the Central Amencan group.
Conversely, the results suggested that family cohesion led to less risk-taking behaviour
among the Central American and Quebec groups.
The most consistent result across groups was that the family environment was a
key determinant of whether or not adolescents engaged in risk-taking behaviours. Family
A

cohesion appears to be a protective factor for Central American and Quebec adolescents
but not for those from Cambodia. However, as previously discussed, the Cambodian

group may have been protected by their strong ties to family traditions. The importance
of family variables corroborates other research suggesting that intrafatnilial socialization
and parental support are among the most significant determinants of certain risk
behaviours in ethnic minonties (Wang, 1994).
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On the other hand, adolescents fiom Quebec tend to live in families with much
less structure, particufarly in recent decades. As discussed, these adolescents are
undergohg significant reorganization of their value systems and social networks.
Moreover, these adolescents were M e r at-risk if they had corne frorn single-parent
homes, indicating that the increase in Mllnerability among Quebec adolescents M e r
validates the idea that major changes in the family structure have led to substantial
problems.
It is possible that the results fiom the Cambodian group were non-significant
because this group did not engage in enough risk-taking behaviour to begin with.
Rousseau, Drapeau, and Corin (1 998) showed that farnily variables in the same sample
was a key determinant of emotional distress which suggests that there is a complex

a

interaction of variables taking place. Moreover, conflicts between adolescents and their
parents in the Central Amencan group appeared to increase their at-risk sutus,
particularly placing them at-risk for violence.

Another hypothesis was that the iower SES fiom which the adolescent came, the
more risk-taking behaviours they would engage in. The only significant fmding was that
adolescent refugees fiom Central Amenca whose parents had completed high school
tended to engage in more risk-taking behaviours than those who had merely received an

e l e m e n w school education.
Two general hypotheses can be put forth regarding family conflict and cohesion
arnong refugees. One idea is that since migration is a period of numerous stresson
converging on the family, thus more family conflict and instability will result (Sluzki,

a

1979). Another is that increased levels of stress leads to more family cohesion because
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there is a greater need for social support during these particularly difficuit times. While
the results of the analyses on the Cambodian group's cohesion and confiict were not
significant, this group aiso yielded the lowest overall arnount of nsk-taking behaviours.
Since both the Central Amencan and Quebec groups demonstrateci higher amounts of

risk-taking behaviours and were affected by conflict and cohesion, it would suggest that
the former theory is correct in this case.
The finding that Central American adolescent girls engaged in significantly less

risk-taking behaviours was consistent with the literature. For example, according to Latin
American culture, women are expected to dnnk much less than their male counterparts, if
at d l , due to traditional roles (Arrendo et al., 1987). Conversely, the Latin American idea

of "machisrno" may provide a reason for males to have engaged in more risk-taking

-

For an examination of these populations fiom a histoncal perspective, dynarnic
processes should be considered. Rather than simply describing the cument situation of
adolescent refugees in Quebec at one point in time, it is important to examine the bigger
picture. Specificdly, what are the dynarnic processes that are involved with the
movement of these populations? These findings provide some evidence that a
transmission of parental expectations and community needs are k i n g passed to the
adolescent refugees. Quebec adolescents may be more in a vacuum where nothing

meaningful is expected from them.
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Limitations

The present study has several limitations that should be noted. First, there is a
paucity of research involving immigrants and refugee youth and their families, and risktaking behaviours, and many existing studies are incomplete, or inconsistent and

conflicting (Beiser, et al., 1995; Copeland & Harvey, 1989, Freire, 2 993; Hicks et al.,
1993). This made it difficult to compare the results with other studies. Second, the data

used were not onginally intended for the specific purpose of assessing the degree to
which these adolescents engaged in nsk-taking behaviour or the correlates of this

behaviour. Therefore, the study could have been better designed from the outset. Next, it
must be emphasized that the sample size was relatively small given the kinds of analyses

that were performed on the data. Moreover, it is contended as to whether these renilts are

a

generalizable. The different clusters that were found in this study do not represent a
definitive classification of the different groups but rather they are the results of a general
exploratory study, that can be used to guide future research. Additionally, these results
detail a cross-section of the adolescents' lives. It is the contention of the author that the
results do reflect some degree of homogeneity among the Montreal refugee and Quebec
population. Furthemore, most of the data used were based on interviews with
adolescents. These self-reports are susceptible to response biases, and threats to validity
and reliability.
One final group of limitations involves methodology. Methodological issues
plague studies involving culture. In many cases, results fiom early studies on
acculturation, most begiming in the second of half of this century have been questioned

a

because of their poor designs and faulty statistical analyses (Ai-Issa, 1997). Intercultural
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and cross-cuitural studies tend to define ethnicity and attempt to measure it in so many
differeot ways that it changes on a study by study basis, with no standard for comparison
(Al-Issa, 1997). For instance, some studies used external criteria such as skin colour or
birth place while more recently, the literature has leaned toward external critena such as
involvement in various activities and rituals, and language use (Al-Issa, 1997).
Sample representation is another issue. Accessing large numbers of rPfugee
participants for a study is not practicd or redistic. As such, most published studies on
refugee children have relatively small sample sizes (Rousseau, 1995). Moreover, these
studies tend to not have a control group since an appropriate choice is not usuaily
available (Jensen & Shaw, 1993). Fortunately, this latter point has been taken into
account for the present study. Both the cultural ongins and tune elapsed since the

O

refbgees arrived in the new country vary considerabiy from study to study, rnaking
replication virtually impossible (Rousseau, 1995). In the United States, there exists
rnarked differences where Hispanic immigrants have been received, the opportunities
they have created for themselves, and the different cultures with which they have
interacted making it difficult to compare studies (Guamaccia, 1997). Most of the
literature on substance use cornes from the United States, where the composition of
Hispanics is mainly from Mexico, Puerto Rico, and Cuba as opposed to Latin Arnencans
which are their Canadian equivalent and who mainly corne fiom Central and South
America (Alcohol Drug Education Service, 1989). This creates further constraints on the
generalizability of Arnerican information ont0 the Canadian situation (Alcohol Drug
Education Service, 1989). Additionally, the small number of Asian Arnericans that were
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used in some samples makes the r e d t s questionable as to whether t h 9 are generalizable

to the total population of Asian youth in ail of North Ammica (Austin et al., 1989).
Directions for Future Research
While the data used in this study were collecteci cross-sectionally, there is a need for a
nationai cross-Canada study with longitudinal follow-ups. The applicability of resuits

fiom empirical studies are variable. Interactions between refugee characteristics who are
in the process of acculturating and those of the host country are likely to affect adaptive

experience (Hicks,Lalonde, & Pepler, 1993). These results should be examined in a
specific historical context and cannot be generalized to al1 refbgee-receiving countries in
the West. Aspects of Canadian society, including its multiculturai policies, economic

support for refbgees, and the ethnie and cultural composition of its population limit the

a

extent and usefulness of results fiom research in other countries (Hicks, Lalonde, &
Pepler, 1993). Furthexmore, timing is an issue in that depending on when the sarnple was
studied must be examined in light of contemporary relevance of results (Hicks, Lalonde,
& Pepler, 1993). Therefore, results could lead decision-makers to adopt or adapt policies

on these populations and it could be used to guide intervention prognuns for service
providers.
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AppendVt A:

Additional tables
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Table 15
Sociodemoara~hicbreakdown of Cambodian adolescents' patterns of nsk-takinp,
behaviours accord in^ to a three prou^ cluster analvsis solution, inciuding those without
anv nsk-takina behaviours
None

Mixed
without

kww
Participant
Sex

Male
Female

Family Situation
Perceived Income
Moderate
Low

Employment Stanis
Employed
Unemployed
Type of Family
Two-parent
Single-parent
Parent Education
Elemtary
High school

-

-

-

French/English Proficiency
Good
Poor or none

Mxed
with
gang

Violent

Total

V
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Table 16
Results ofthe GNOVAs on the Centrai Amencan
None

BAS

M
SD
Years in Canada
M
SD
-

Annual Family Income
M
-

SD
-

FES - Cohesion

FES - Conflict

M
SD
-

Everything

mou^

Mixed

Dnigusers

Violent

e
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Appendix B:
Demographic and risk-taking questionnaire
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Date de i'enucvue (jour,mois. année)

Début de i'cnucvuc (heurt. rninu~s)

Fin & i'cntxcvue (heure, minutes)

D d t & I'tnatvue (minutes)

A domicile

Lieu & l'entrevue

0

AUem (prtciser) :

Nombre dc personnes présenus (y compris le répondant et l'inremieweur I'enmvue)
Si plus de 2 personnes. pdciscr :

Type d'entrevue

Facile O
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--

La rcchrche que nous mmns vise P m i e ~~ o~m a ~hC Sadoksctm(e)s rCfugié(e)s afin d'orienta
i'intégration harmnicuse de a s Chidiants dans les écoles. Tu avais dome une entrevue en 1994
et nous te remmons d'être disponible aujouxd'hui a u u t Nous allons aussi poser des questions
a ies parents mais ce que ai me diraP va aster enm toi et moi. Ni tes parents, ni tes professeurs
ne sauront ce que ai as dpondu B mes questions. Ton nom n'apparait même pas sur k
questionnaire. Tes réponses vont être diangéa avec alles des auucs adolesccnt(e)s et nous
albns aaar un pomait de Penstmbk des réponses données par l
a adolescent(e)s. L'enmvue que
je vais avoir avec toi va durer environ une hem 30 minutes. rmis tu vas voir ça passe vie.
Catamsquestions vont peut-êt~~
te sembkr bizams mais dpoads-y du mieux que tu peux. R n'y
a pas & bomw ou de triauvaisCs ritponses, dis-moi simplemtnt ce que tu penses. Si tu comprends
mal rms question, dis-k mi a je la poserai auaaiinu ou je la wduirai Si une question u dérange
trop, tu peux refuser d'y répondre. Je te remercie d'avoir accepté de participa il notre recherche.
Nous dons maintenant commencc~i'enmvut.

QI.

Sexe du répondant

Gars

QUCLâge as-ni?

Vas-tu encore à l'dcole?

-

Non 0

Si non, pourquoi?

Quelle école fkéquentes-tu depuis septmibit 1995?

En quelle aM6e es-tu?
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436. Est-ce que la religion est importante pour toi?

437. Est que la dussitt matérielle (avoir de l'argent, un travail payant, une belle maison. etc) est
importante pour toi (aimerais-tudans l'avenir avoir de l'argent, un travail paya= une belle
maison, etc)?

438.

Est-ce que la politique est importante pour toi?

439. Est-ce que I'engagcment social est imponant pour toi (être engag6 pour une cause sociale.
vouioir changer des choses dans la soci6d: environnement, guerre, paumd. etc)?

Q4û.

Est-ce que tu participes des activités sportives?

9

Q41.

Si oui. quels sont les activitCs spomves auxquelles
participer?

Quels sont tes passe-temps. tes activités ou tes jeux favoris?

ni

aimes le plus

442.

E s t e que tu CS mmbrr d'un goilp. d%r équipe, d'unt association, d'un organisme ou d'un
club?

Si oui, lesquels?

443. As-ai un emploi?

.

Non 0

Si oui. quel type d'miploi as-tu?

Si oui. combien d'heures par scrnaint travaüles-tu?

Q44.

Estce que tes parents te donnent de l'argent?

Si oui. est-ce que tu leur l~ds
de petits services en échange de cet argent?
œ

Si oui, est-ce que toi et tes parents avez des opinions diff6rcntes au sujet
de l'argent qu'ih te doment?

445. As-tu Simprtssion que, en géntral. ai as q d u s m , . a u m m ou .moins. d'argent que lesjeunes
de ton agc?
Plus O
Autant

Moins 0
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Q46.

Pour toi. c'est quoi un@) ami(@?

447. As-tudts amis?
Non

Si oui. de quelle origine ethnique sont tes amis?

0

Pays d'origine 0
Québécois

Autres (pdciser) :
Qu'est-ce que tu aimes d'eux?

Qu'estce que tu aimes moins d'eux?

Est-ce qu'il arrive que vous ayez des opinions différentes?
Jamais O
Parfois O
Souvent O

SI parfois ou souvent, ii quel sujet?
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Lorsque vous avez des opinions ~ ~ n t cest-ce
s , que a l a dt un
probltme entre vous?
Jamais 0
Souvent O
Si parfois OU souvent. de qu& façon ce problème se manifeste-t-il?

Qu'est-ce qui se passe alors?

Non
Si oui, comment est-il (elle)?

Si non, ahnerais-tu avoir un chum (une blonde)?
Non O

Quel $cmde chum/blonde voudrais-tu avoir?

449.

Penses-aique les nIles de (lieu de naissance) sont diff6rcntes des QuéMcoises?

QSO.

Rnses-tu que les gars de (lieu de naissance) sont diffhnts des QuéMcois?
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1Parlons rnainoc~iant&s
Q5 1.

1

jeunes que tu connais mais qui ne sont pas néccssaircmcnt tes amis.

Connais-tu dcs jeunes (licu de naissance du répondant)?
Non [7

Si oui. qu'est-ce que ai allaes d'eux?

Qu'est-ce que tu aimes moins d'eux?

Estce qu'il arrive que vous ayez des opinions di&5rrntes?
Parfois

cl

souvent O

Si parfois ou souvent. ii quel sujet?

Lorsque vous avez des opinions dinércnus, est-ce que cela crée un
probltmc enat vous?

Souvent Cl

Si parfois ou souvent. de quelle façon ce problème se manifeste-t-il?

Qu'est-ce qui se passe alors?
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Q52.

Connais-ai dcs jeunes Québécois?

Non 0

Si oui, qu'est-ce que tu aimes d'eux?

Qu'esta que ai aimes moins d'eux?

Est-ce qu'il d v e que vous ayez des opinions cW%rtntes?
Jamais
Parfois

Souvent

Si parfois ou souvent, ii quel sujet?

Lorsque vous avez des
problème entre vous?

est-ce que a l a crée un

Jamais 0

Si parfois ou souvent, de quelle façon ce problhne se manifeste-t-il?

Qu'est-ce qui se passe a h ?
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453. Connais-ni des jeunes d'autres gr~upësethniques?

ai O

Non

6
l

Si oui, lesquels?

Qu'est-ce que tu aimes d'eux?

Qu'estce que tu aimes moins d'eu?

Est-ce qu'il arrive que vous ayez des opinions ~ & c n t c s ?

Jamais 0
Parfois O

Souvent O
Si parfois ou souvent, à quel sujet?
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Lorsque vous avez des opinions diffdttntcs. est-ce que ara cr&
probl&mtentre vous?

un

Jamais 0
souvent 17

Si p d o i s ou S O U V C ~ ~de
. quelle façon ce problhnc se manitesu-t-il?

0

454.

Qu'est-ce qui se passe dors?

Fais-tu partic d'une gang qui porte un nom?

-

-

Si oui. combien y a-t-il de personnes dans ta gang?

Si oui. qu'est-ce que ai aimes de ta gang?
Si oui. qu'est-cc que tu n'aimes pas de ta gang?

De quelie origine ethnique sont les membres de ta gang

oui O

- AtraquC ou bté attaquée par une a u a gang?

m17
Non 0
oui

cl

Non

- Brisé des choses?

0u10
Non 0
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Je vais maintenant te poser quelques quesths sur ta culture et sur la culture qu6M~oiseou
CaMdicnnc..

456.

Considères-tuque tu a plus (lieu de naissance) ou plus Québécois ou Canadien?

457.

Qu'est-ce que c'est. pour toi. Cm @eude naissance)?

458.

Qu'est-ce que c'est, pour toi, être Québécois ou Canadien?

Q59. Quelles sont les choses que tu aims k plus dans la c u l m @eu de naissance) et que ni
voudrais collserver (la &on & vivre. ce qui vient de chez toi. les choses que vous faites à la
maison. ce qui vient de ton pays ...) ?

Q60.

Quelles sont les choses que tu aixncs le moins dans la culture (lieu de naissance)?

Q61.

Quelles sont les choses que tu aimes le plus dans la culture québécoise ou canadienne?

462. Queues sont les choses que tu aimes le moins dans hi culture québécoise ou canadienne?
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--

-

-

raimerais maintenant savoir s i ta façon de f"cutaines choses
plupart du temps (iatino-dricahc O u ~ ~ b o d g k n n ttoujours
).

l

Quel genre de musique Ccouus-tu?

I

Q u ~gl ~ n n
de danse danses-ni?
Dans quel genre d'endroit sors-tu?
Que1 genre de divertissement

aimes-tu?
-

-

Ta fqon de célébm les
anniversaires de naissance esL..

Ta façon de te conduire avec ton

chum/ta blonde est ..

Les gestes que ai fais en pariant
sont-..

I

Nord-
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La vie n'es pas toupias tek qu'on aimerait qu'elle soit Si tu pouvais organiser ta vie il ta façon.
comment voudrais-tu qu'eik soit par rapport à..
t

-

-

--

...la nourriture?

...la musique?

...l'habiilement?
... les revues ou lesjournaux?
...la danse?

1 ... la fqon de ctlebrer les

l anniversaires de naissance?
...la façon de cClCbrer les
mariages?

1

I

1

I

-

1

I

'

1

I

a
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'

7
-

Nous avons presque terminé i'entrcc. Je vais mrliunmt pc pmcr quelques questions nn &S

_
472.

g

ouin

Est-ce que tu fumcs la cigarrtœ?

Non

Si oui. ii qutiie Mquence?

,

/ par jour

Si oui. a quel âge as-tu commenc6 A fumer la cigarette?

473. Est-ce que tu bois dc la b i h . du Wi ou un aum

d'aicool?

ouin
Non

9

A quek Mquence?

17

Au moins 1 fois par semaine? 0

Au moins 1 fois par mois? 0
Occasio~eiiement
seulement? (préciser) [7
0

À quel âge as-tu comcnct boire de ~'atcoo~?

9

Pour quelle raison as-ni déjà bu ou bois-tu de L'alcool?

00
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Voici une line & drogues que certains jeunes consomment As-tu dCja pris ou prends-tu un
ck ces drogues...

474.

aumoint 1
kpr
semaine

rumoias
oncfoisprr
moà

une fois
cmQu

@'-

Sculemcnt

r

Pilules pour dormir
r

Pilules pour I t s nexfs

Pos haschisch. marijuana
Colle. solvant (produits à sniffer)
Mescaline, acide, PCP (autre
produit cfümiqut)
Héroine
Cocaht
r

Crack
Autrc:

Pour queiie raison as-ni dCjà pris ou prends-tu ces drogues?

À quel âge as-tu commenc6 prendre ces drogues?

475.

&-tu déjh consulté quelqu'un pour un probléme de drogue ou d'alcool?

Non 0

Si oui, dc qui s'agissait-il?
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Non 0

m

En as-tu par16 ià quelqu'un?

Si oui. qui &ait cette pusorne?
As-tu déjà fait une tentative & suicide?

Non O
9

Si oui. est-ce qu'un Cvénemnt particulier a déclenché cenc tentative dc

sui*?

477.

&-ai

déjià fait l'amour (eu une relation sexuelle)?

oui0

Non O

Si oui. combien de pancnaire(s) as-tu eu jusqu'ii maintenant?
1 panenaire O

2 à 5 partenaires
6 et plus O

Si oui. utiiiscz-vous un condom lors des relations scxueUes?
Jamais 0

-
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Non
478.

Au cours des dourts derniers mois. as-tu piqué ou volt quelque chose qui ne t'appancnait

w?
oui0

Non

BI

8 Si oui. qyck &ait la vakw k plus &levéedes objets ou du montant volCs?
Moins de 10a 0

Entre 11s et 99s

a

P l u de' 100s 0
@ Si oui, as-tu forcé une pane ou rme Mtre pour avoir accés aux objets ou
il l'argent que tu voulais voler?

Au c o q des douze ciciniers mois. as-ai volontairtmcnt brisé quelque chose qui ne
t'appartenait pas ou participé à un acte de vandalisme?

Q80.

Y a-t-il un endroit en particulier qui te fait peur?

Si oui, lcqucl?
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Q8 1. Y a-t-ii quelqu'un en particulier qui te fait pur?

Si oui, qui?

Q82.

AS-tu déjà été frappé(e) ou attaqu6(e) par qwlqu'un?

Non O

Dans la me O

Où cda s'est-il produit?

Dans le m t m

Dans un parc 0

Ailleurs (précisu) :

Qui t'a frappé(e) ou attaqu&e)?
une gang O
Une
Autre (pdciser) :

D'apds toi. pourquoi t'a-t-on frappé ou attquC?
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a

483. Au cours des douse dcrnicrs mois, as-tu happC. blessé ou battu quelqu'un?

oui0

Non 0
Si oui. pourquoi as-tu bit ça?

484.

Au cours des douze derniers mois. as-tu Cté arrêd(e) et arnené(c) au pcsu de police?

Si oui. dans quelles circonstances?
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Appendix C:

Letters of consent and ethics approval fonns
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--

-

Membres du etmité locsr :@etnicue
CRamp a'acivites .:es memcres

.=?É?~cM

NOM

-.

- -

--

- .

LI present -mite a étudie !a d e m a ~ d ece SubvefItiCC p u r !c prcje! intitule:

_ _ __ _-

Telle que soumiss par:

__

--

-

(cochez k casa rppropnëe)
Lo ccmité considère cene recserce âccg$ÔEle sur le 31on de IWi!Ziccemédicale.

te czrnite considere.u?neres3ercfie inaczegtaeie sur !e ~ i â nd e i'ithrque médicale.

L

/

'

--

Signature du d i n d e u r au département c:inicue

Nom et ~renorndactylographiés du direeeur du de3arrernent dinique

Signature du prisident du amite d'éthique
David Bloon
~ o n et
i prenorn dadylognphies du président du cjmitt bithique

---

Date
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CENTRE DE RECHERCHE
DE L'H~PITAL
DOUGLAS
DOUGLAS HOSPITAL
RESEARCH CENTRE

CENTRE DE COLLABORAflON O M S DE MONTREAL
POUR LA RECHERCnE ET U F o R ~ ~ l i û h

EN SANTE M E N ~ A L E
MONTREAL WHO COLLABORATING CENTRE
FOR R E S M R C H A N 0 TRAINING ih
UEHTAL HEAL T h

Description de la recherche
L'Unit6 de recherche psychosociale de l'Hôpital Douglas conduit une recherche sur l'adaptation des
adolescent(c)s réfugiC(e)s & l'école et ii la socittt quCbCcoises. L'objectif principal de cette recherche
est de mieux comprendre comment les adolescent(e)s réfugié(e)s s'adaptent de façon à aider ces jeunes.
J'accepte de participer i4 cettc recherche.
J'accepte que mon enfant (nom de I'adolcscent) parricipe cette recherche.
Les détails de notre participation
cette recherche nous ont Cté expliquées par
. Nom phcipation consiste B accorder une
entrevue: au cours de laquek un i n t e ~ t w e u rs'entretient avec moi pendant qu'un autre
intervieweur s'entretient avec mon enfant. Ccttc entrevue r déroule dans notre langue
matemeUe ou en hnçais si nous le désirons et elle dure environ 1 heure 30 minutes.
J9ai r q u I'asrurance que Ier infomutions rrcuciîiicr ion de cette cnaevuc sont anonymes sr
confidentieUes; aucune information individuelle ne sera aansmise a l'école ou à un auue
organisme.
Je sais que je peux demander d'autres informations concernant ma participation à cette
recherche ou la recherche elle-même.
Je participe B cette recherche en toute liben6 et je peux cesser d'y participer à tout moment.
J'autorise l'école que mon enfant fréquente en 1993-94 communiquer son dossier scolaire et
son dossier d'aide particulière (ou l'équivalent) & l'Unit6 de recherche psychosociale.
J'autorise la chercheue principale à consavu mon aàresse et mon numtro de teléphone
pendant mis ans afin qu'on puisse me contacter pour solliciter ma participation à une prochaine
recherche portant sur l'dvolution de l'adaptation des adolescent(e)s rtfugié(e)s. Aucun auue
organisme ou Quipe dt recherche ne pourra utiliser ces infonnations.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.
8.

Fait à Montréal, Ie

Signature du rbpondant

.
Signature du ternoin
6875 BOUL. LASALLE. VERDUN (OU~BEC!.CANADA H4H 1R 3 FAX: !514) 766-9460 TÉL.:(514) 767 -6131
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FORMULAIRE DE CONSENTIMENT

Nom du jeune :
L'Unité de recherche psychosociale de l'hôpital Douglas entrrprend une recherche sur
l'adaptation des jeunes réfugiés 1 la réalité scolaire et sociale du Canada. L'objectif principal
de cette recherche est de mieux connaitre les difficultés auxquelles font face Ics enfants et les
adolescents réfugiés dans leur adaptation leur nouvel environnement afin de proposer des pistes
d'interventions préventives aux écoles et aux services de santé.
1. J'accepte de participer à cette recherche.
2.

Les modalités de ma participation a cette recherche m'ont kt6 expliqués par (nom de
rvieweur). Ma participation implique une entrevue au cours de laquelle 1'intervieweur
discute avec moi pendant environ 2 heures. Ccite entrevue se deroule dans ma langue
maternelle ou dans celle que je prCfère parler.

3. J'ai r q u l'assurance que les informations recueillies lors de cette rencontre sont anonymes
et confidentielles; aucune information recueillie ne sera transmise 1 mes parents, & l'école
ou h un autre organisme.
4.

Je sais que je peux demander d'autres informations sur ma participation à cette recherche
ou sur la recherche elle-même.

5.

Je sais tigalement que j'ai toute liberte de ne pas donner mon consentement ou de cesser de
participer cette recherche 5 taut moment.

6. J'autorise l'école a communiquer mon dossier scolaire A l'Uni te de recherche psychosociale
de l'hôpital Douglas.
7. J'accepte que les chercheurs de l'Unité de recherche psychosociale de I'hôpitai Douglas me
recontacte dans le futur pour solliciter ma participation une autre phase d e la même 6tude.

Signature du jeune :
Nom et signature du témoin : (l'intervieweur)

Date :
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CENTRE DE RECHERCHE
DE L'H~PITALDOUGLAS
DOUGLAS HOSPITAL
RESEARCH CENTRE

Description de la recherche
L'Unite de recherche psychosocide de ï'Hôpitd Dougias conduit une recherche sur i'adaptation des
adolesccnt(e)s qubb&ois(es) et réfugié(e)s à i'dcole et à la socidté quf bécoists. L'objectif principal de
cette rtcherchc est de mieux comprendre comment les adolesccnt(e)s qu&écois(cs) et réfugid(e)s
s'adaptent de façon à aider ces jeunes.
raccepte de participer à cette recherche.
Mes parents (ou mes tuteurs) acceptent que je participe à cette recherche.
k s d6taiis de ma participation à cette recherche m'ont 4 3 expliquis par
. Ma particip;uion consiste à accorder une entrevue qui
dure environ 1 heure 30 minutes.
rai reçu 1'assu~;u:ceque les informatiorss recueillies lors de cette entrevue sont anonymes et contidentiellts;
aucune information individuelle ne sera vansrnise à mes parents. à l'école ou a un aune organisme.
Je sais que je peux demander d'autres informillionsconcernant ma participation à ccttc recherche ou sut la
recherche elle-même.
Je participe à cene recherche en mute libeni et je peux cesser &y parricipcr à tout moment.
i'autorise mon école à communiquer mon dossier scolaire et mon dossier d'aidc particulière (ou l'équivalent)
h lUnit6 de recherche psychosociale.
f'autorise la chcrcheurc p ~ c i p a lat conserver mon adresse et mon numero de télçpbonc pendant trois ans
afin qu'on puisse me contacter pour solliciter ma participation à une prochaine recherche ponant sur
l'évolution de l'adaptation des adolescerrt(e)s rifu@C(e)s. Aucun autre organisme ou équipe de recherche ne
pourra utiliser ces informations.

Fait à Montréal, le

Signature du répondant

Nom du répondant

-

~

p

Signature dc la chercheure p ~ c i p a l c

6875 BOUL. LASALLE. VERDUN (ouËBEC). CANADA H4H I R 3 a FAX: (514) 762-3049 0.r

-.-

O; (514) 762-3048

.
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CENTRE OE C O L U B O A A T I ~ OMS DE MONTRE*,
POUR LA RECHERCHE ET U FOAMATtOb
E N SANTE MENTALE
MOUTREAL WHO COLLABORATING CENTRE
FOR AESEARCn AND TRAlN1NG IN

CENTRE DE RECHERCHE
DE L'HOPITAL DOUGLAS
DOUGUS HOSPITAL
RESEARCH CENTRE

I

MENTAL H E A L T H

FoRMuLURE DE CoNsENTEMWï DESTINÉAux PARENTS

, -

Description de la recherche
L'Unit6 de recherche psychosociale de SHÔpital Douglas conduit une =cherche sur Cadaptation des
adoIescent(c)s quCbécois(es) et dfugie(e)s il I'Ccole et à la société qutôécoises. L'objectif principal de
cette recherche est de mieux cornpiencire comment les adolescent(e)s québécois(es) et dfugié(e)s
s'adaptent de façon aider ces jeunes.
1.
2.

3.

J'acapu & participer à cete recherche.
J'acœptc que mon enfmt (nom de l'adolescent) panicipt à cent recherche.
Les ddtails de notre panicipation cette ncherchc nous ont et6 expliqués par
. Nom participation consiste A accorder une envevue
individuelle qui dure environ 30 minutes. Mon enfant accorde aussi une entrevue individuelk qui dure
environ une heure 30 minutes.
rai rcfu l'assurance que les informations rccuciilics lors de c c m entrevue sont anonymeset confidentielles;
aucune information individueik nt sera transmise à l'école ou à un autre organisme.
Je sais que je peux demander d'autres infomatioas concernant ma participation A c e ~ recherche
e
ou la
rcchtrrhe clle-même.
Je participe à ceue recherche en toute liberte et je pcux cesser d'y participer à tout moment.
J'autorise l'école que mon enfant frtquente en 1995-96 & communiquer son dossier scolaire et son dossier
d'aide paniculièrc (ou l'équivaicnt) à l'Unité de recherche psychosociale.
J'autorise la cherchcure principale à conserver mon adresse et mon numéro de téléphone pendant trois ans
afin qu'on puisse me contactet pour solliciter ma participation une prochaine recherche portant sur
I'&olution de l'adaptation des adolesccnt(e)s rifu@i(e)s.Aucun auue organisme ou dquipc de recherche ne
pourra utiliser ces informations.

Fait à Montréai, le

Signature du répondant

Nom du Spndant

Signature & la chcrcheurc p ~ c i p d e

6875 BOUL. LASALLE, VERDUN (QUEBEC). CANADA H4H IR3 +FAX: (514) 762-3049 +T
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CENTRE DE R E C H E X H E
DE C H ~ P ~ T ADOUGLAS
L
DOUGLAS HOSPITAL
RESEARCH CENTRE

LI Unidad de kivesagaci6n Psicosocid de! Hospital Douglas esrd llevando a caoo unî
invcstigaci6n sobrc la adaptacion de los hijos de refugiaios a su m d o escolar y a su nueva vida
en cl Canadj. El objetivo principal de esta investigaci6n es conocet mejor las diricultades con
que se enfieman los hijos de rcfugiados. para asi podu sugerir acciones apropiadas de prevencion
a las escuelas y a 10s servicios de saldud

Xombre de la persona responsable del nino

O

nina (pack.

mÿdre O

nicor)

Estoy de acuerdo en 10 siguiente:
Acepto parricipar junto con mi hijo O mi hija en esta invesngaci6n.

me explico ias divenas fonnas en que
participaremos en este proyecto. Esa participacih comprendre una entrevista m la cual
la entmiszadora platica primero conmigo y después con mi hijo o con mi hija Esras
enucvisras se& conducidas m nuesm idioma materno O en la lengua en que hablamos
normalmente en casa.
Se me ha asqprado que la infomaci6n rccogida en erra entrevista s e d anhima y
cofiderrcid. y que esta infomaci6n no sud msrniuda a su escuela O a cualquier ooa
instituci6n.
Sé que pucdo pedir miis kiformaci6n tanto acerca de mi participacion en esta

investigacidn como sobre la investigacibn misrna

Estoy iguaimentc en completa iibcnad de rrtirar mi consenùmiento. asi como de dejar de
participar en esia investigaci6n. m el momento en que 10 desee.
Autoriu, a la escuela de mi hijo O de mi hija a cornunicar sus resultados escolarcs a la
Unidad de Investigaci6n Psicosocial del Hospitai Douglas.

de la persona responsable

